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Referat 
Das grundlegende Verständnis von Selbstorganisationsprozessen auf molekularem Niveau 
ist von entscheidender Bedeutung für den Fortschritt der Nanotechnologie. In diesem 
Zusammenhang werden hier  Untersuchungen derartiger Prozesse an der Grenzfläche 
zwischen einer flüssigen Phase (z.B. einer Lösung) und einer kristallinen 
Festkörperoberfläche durchgeführt. Die Konzentration der Lösung und die Polarität des 
Lösungsmittels sind von entscheidender Bedeutung für die Kontrolle der durch 
Selbstorganisation gebildeten Strukturen von Molekülen an den flüssig-fest Grenzflächen zu 
einem Graphitsubstrat (HOPG). Im Mittelpunkt der vorliegenden Arbeit stehen die Einflüsse 
dieser beiden Parameter auf die Anordnung der Moleküle. Zunächst wird die Polarität der 
Lösungsmittel diskutiert. Lösungsmittel mit verschiedenen Polaritäten wie Phenyloctan 
(unpolar), Fettsäuren (moderat polar) und Fettalkohole (stark polar) wurden verwendet um 
Trimesinsäure (TMA) zu lösen. TMA bildet keine geordnete Struktur aus wenn es aus 
Phenyloctan (PO) abgeschieden wird. Ein poröses Muster ("Chicken-wire"-Struktur) entsteht 
aus der Lösung von TMA in Octansäure, wohingegen aus der Lösung von TMA in 
Undecanol ein Linienmuster durch Koadsorption von TMA und Undecanol Molekülen 
gebildet wird. Als nächstes werden die Auswirkungen der Ultraschallbehandlung der 
Lösungen zur Kontrolle der Konzentration der Lösung und die daraus resultierende 
unterschiedliche molekulare Packungsdichte und Strukturen beschrieben. Eine 
selbstassemblierte Struktur aus Zick-Zack-Dimerketten wird bei der TMA-PO Lösung nur 
beobachtet, wenn die Lösung für 5 Stunden Ultraschall ausgesetzt wurde. Die hoher 
Packungsdichte in Form der "Flower"-Struktur wird für Lösungen von TMA in Octansäure 
gefunden, nachdem diese für lange Zeit mit Ultraschall behandelt wurden. Ein weiterer 
Aspekt der vorliegenden Arbeit ist die entdeckte Veresterungsreaktion an der TMA-
undecanol/HOPG Grenzfläche. 1-undecyl Monoester von TMA wurde überraschender Weise 
an dieser Grenzfläche gefunden, nachdem die TMA-Undecanol Lösungen, für lange Zeit 
Ultraschall ausgesetzt wurden. Diese Monoestermoleküle bilden sich an der flüssig-fest 
Grenzfläche allein auf Grund der erhöhten Konzentration von TMA (ohne jegliche externe 
Katalysatoren). Der physikalische Hintergrund der Prozesse des Lösens und der 
Ultraschallbehandlung sind der Gegenstand weiterer Untersuchungen. Selbstassemblierte 
Abscheidung tritt auch bei Verwendung nur der reinen Lösungsmittel (Octansäure 
beziehungsweise Undecanol) auf, was zu verschiedenen Mustern führt, welche ebenfalls 
durch Ultraschallbehandlung kontrolliert eingestellt werden können.  
Schlagwörter: Konzentration, flüssig-fest Grenzflächen, Lösungsmittel, Polarität, 
Selbstorganisation, Ultraschallbehandlung, Packungsdichte , TMA, STM. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
 
STM:  Scanning tunneling microscopy  
LSI:  Liquid-solid interface 
UHV:  Ultra high vacuum 
HOPG:  Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
TMA:   Trimesic acid 
TPT:  1, 3, 5-tris(4-pyridyl)-2,4,6-triazine 
TPA:  Terephthalic acid 
DBA:  Dhexadehydrotribenzo[12] annulene 
TCB:  1, 2, 4-trichlorobenzene 
CDCl3: Deuterated chloroform 
IA:  Isophthalic acid  
PO:  Phenyloctane 
LP:  Linear pattern 
LP0: Linear pattern without sonication 
LP2: Linear pattern after 2 hours sonication 
LP4: Linear pattern after 4 hours sonication 
LP6: Linear pattern after 6 hours sonication 
LP8: Linear pattern after 8 hours sonication 
P.D:  Packing density  
HF:  Hartree-fock  
XRD:  X-ray diffraction 
MOF:  Metal-organic framework 
2D:  Two-dimensional 
3D:  Three-dimensional 
UV-vis: Ultraviolet–visible 
H-NMR: Hydrogen nuclear magnetic resonance 
WSxM: Windows scanning (x = force, tunneling, near optical,…) microscope 
MOPAC: Molecular orbital package 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
Richard Feynman in his famous talk in the annual meeting of American Physical Society 
in 1959[1] proposed that “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”, which is considered to be the 
starting point of nanotechnology. Since then nanotechnology has become a hot objective for 
scientists because of its wide perspectives which may enrich human life. The building blocks 
of nanotechnology start at the smaller dimension of matter, for example building blocks with 
few hundred atoms.[2] With such sizing down, one may build machines that are thousands of 
times more powerful and hundreds of times smaller than their present counterparts. As a 
consequence one may think of faster and smaller electronic devices like novel computers.[3]  
Another consequence is due to change in material properties at lower dimensions they may 
behave unconventionally different from what we have now, for example material becomes 
stronger, change in electrical and magnetic properties.[4-7] Additionally the nano-size allows 
making medicine based of nanoparticles to communicate to the ultimate building block of 
organisms (a cell) directly and may also become highly specific in its action.[8-10] 
“Top-down” and “Bottom-up” are two general ways to produce nanomaterials either in 
gas, liquid, solid or in vacuum. “Top-down” is the way to reduce the size of a large piece of 
material to smaller parts by means of mechanical, chemical or other methods. The “top-
down” method deals with the imperfection of surface and significant crystallographic damage 
to the process patterns (lithography). In opposite way, the “bottom-up” is to synthesize 
materials from atoms or molecules via physical or/and chemical interactions. Molecular self-
assembly, the assembly of molecules without individual guidance or management for every 
elementary building block from an external source is a powerful method in bottom-up 
nanostructure. Self-assembly has been used to produce atomically well-defined 
nanosystems based on molecules (for example deoxyribonucleic acid[11]) in nanotechnology.  
The invention of scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in early 1980s by Binnig and 
Roher[12-14] and then followed by the appearance of the scanning probe microscope (SPM) 
family provided useful tools to image surfaces with adsorbed atoms and molecules with an 
unprecedented resolution. These instruments also allow manipulation of building blocks of 
surface nanostructure with almost unimaginable precision, thus making SPM a powerful tool 
in nanoscience.[15-16] 
In the scope of the thesis we study the self-assembly of organic molecular 
monolayers from an organic solution at a crystalline substrate interface. Organic materials 
with their unique mechanical properties, as well as their low cost fabrication techniques [17-18] 
are a suitable choice in fabricating nanomaterials. Molecular self-assembly at the liquid-solid 
interface has been proven to be well-suited for functionalizing surfaces. The control of the 
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arrangement of organic molecules at the interface requires the control of substrate 
parameters[19-29], the chemical and structural properties of molecules[30-41] and the 
environmental conditions.[42-46] Out of all these concentration of molecules in the solution 
plays a very important role in controlling the polymorphs (different molecular pattern of one 
molecule) of molecules at interface.[47-52] This is a similar control parameter as rate (number 
of molecules bombarding on surface per area and time interval) in vacuum. Therefore 
concentration may be used to control the packing density of organic layer at the liquid-solid 
interface. Controlling density of organic layer may directly influence the transport properties, 
which is significant when applications based on organic molecules are concerned. [53] Here 
concentration is controlled by extended sonication of the solution containing solvent and 
solute. These solutions are further investigated using UV-vis spectroscopy to quantitatively 
determine the concentration.  
The main aim of the current thesis is to study the self-assembly of organic molecules 
at the liquid-solid interface. Special emphasis is given to control the process of self-assembly 
by suitable parameters as concentration of dissolved molecules or chemical nature of the 
solvent. The investigations are performed in the limits of an ultra-thin layer using scanning 
tunneling microscopy (STM). 
This thesis is organized as follows: 
Chapter 1: A short introduction to the prospect of nanotechonology, advantages of self-
assembly to nanomaterial and organic material, as well as the effect of 
concentration of molecules on self-assembly at the liquid-solid interface. 
Chapter 2: Presents the introduction to the employed experimental techniques: general 
principle of the STM, STM working at ambient condition (liquid-solid 
interface), the important properties of solutes and solvents, interactions 
between them which could affect their self-assemblies at the liquid-solid 
interface. The effect of ultrasonic energy and its consequences towards 
solvation is also introduced in this chapter. 
Chapter 3: Brief description of the molecules involved, tips used in STM and their 
preparation, and the substrates used for STM experiments.  
Chapter 4: This chapter is devoted for the study of concentration effects on self-
assembly of planar trimesic acid (TMA) molecules in different solvents: in the 
strong non-polar solvent like phenyloctane; in medium polar solvents like 
alkanoic acids (from heptanoic acid to nonanoic acid) and in strong polar 
solvents like alkanoic alcohols (undecanol and decanol). 
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Chapter 5:  Effect of sonication time on the self-assembly of solvent molecules (octanoic 
acid and undecanol) on graphite substrate is discussed in this chapter. 
Chapter 6:  Provides concluding remarks to the thesis and an outlook. 
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CHAPTER II: BASIC PRINCIPLES 
II.1. Principles of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 
The development of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) by Binnig and 
Rohrer[12-14] in 1982 opened up new perspectives to surface science. Since then STM has 
become one of the most popular techniques to investigate the structure and properties of 
self-assembled monolayers, under a variety of conditions, e.g. ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)[15-
16,19-26,54-55], ambient environments[27-28,31-33,47-52,56], electrochemical solutions.[57,58] The 
principle of STM is based on the quantum mechanical tunneling effect which enables 
electrons with low energy to cross the classically forbidden vacuum barrier between the 
probing tip and the surface, resulting in a tunneling current. In the classical picture, if the 
potential barrier height between tip and surface is larger than the electrons energy, thus 
there is no electron having sufficient kinetic energy to go over the barrier. However, based 
on the quantum mechanics a finite probability for electrons to cross such a potential barrier 
has been found (as illustrated in Figure 2.1) if the particle-wave duality behavior of electrons 
is considered. 
 
a. without bias applied     b. with a bias applied 
Figure 2.1. Schematic energy diagram of the tunnel junction with an applied voltage V 
between tip and sample. In a metal, the energy levels of the electrons are filled up to a 
particular energy, known as the Fermi energy EF. In order for an electron to leave the metal, 
it needs an additional amount of energy, the “work function”. Tip and sample are separated 
by a distance d (a few Ångströms). (b) When a positive voltage V is applied to the sample 
(V>0), electrons from occupied tip states (left-hand side) are able to tunnel into unoccupied 
sample states (right-hand side). The direction of the tunneling depends on the applied bias, 
so the electrons from the filled states of the tip tunnel into the empty states of the sample 
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(V>0), or opposite, from the filled states of the sample into empty states of the tip (a negative 
bias voltage is applied on the sample V<0). 
Theory of tunneling effect 
As a first approximation a single electron with mass m is considered to be incident on 
a one-dimensional rectangular potential barrier U(z) as shown in the Figure 2.1a. In 
quantum mechanics the electron can be described by a wave function )(z which can be 
obtained by solving the Schrödinger’s equation with a given potential U(z): 
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The wave function solutions can be written for the regions I, II and III (illustrated in 
Figure 2.1a) as following: 
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The coefficients R, A, B and T are determined from the boundary conditions which 
require that the wave function and its first derivatives should be continuous at the joining 
points z=0 and z=d. 
The current density is defined as:  
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And the transmission can be determined as: 
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Combine equations (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), the transmission will be: 
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As shown in equation 2.7 the transmission is very sensitive to both the barrier width 
and height (
deD 2~  ). With the STM tunnel junction the barrier height is of the order of 
the work function and the barrier width d corresponds to the tip-sample distance as shown in 
Figure 2.1. The probability of tunneling through such a barrier decreases exponentially with 
the width d of the barrier. That is a small change in distance owes to a very large change in 
current and therefore very small changes in the height profile of the sample can be resolved 
by using STM. 
In a more refined description many electrons, three-dimensionality and arbitrary 
barrier shapes should be taken into account. The transmission rate from the initial state i to a 
final state f from first-order time-dependent perturbation theory is given by:  
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2 2
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With fiM  is the matrix element of the perturbation potential taken between the initial 
(i) and final states (f), and the  -function ensures energy conservation. The currents flowing 
from the tip to the sample and correspondingly from the sample to the tip are written as: 
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Where )(Ef is Fermi-Dirac distribution, )(),( ENEN ST  are the densities of states of 
the electrons on tip and sample electrodes, respectively. The common energy scale is 
chosen to be that of sample, thus the energy scale of an electron on the tip is shifted by 
eVE   with V  is the bias voltage applied. 
 The resulting tunneling current flowing from the tip to the sample is given by:  
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Based on Bardeen’s theory [59] the tunneling matrix element TSM  can be evaluated by 
the overlap between the wave functions T  of the tip and S  of the sample. The matrix 
element TSM  is determined by a surface integral:  
  
S
STTSTS dS
m
M **
2
2

     (2.11) 
where S  is a surface between both electrodes extending through the whole gap 
region.  
A detailed theoretical treatment of the tunneling process in STM requires more 
specific information about tip and sample states as well as their interactions. Especially, to 
evaluate the tunneling matrix element TSM  one has to know the tip and sample wave 
functions. Starting from Bardeen’s theory [59], Tersoff and Hamann developed a suitable 
model which allowed them to calculate the tunneling current by using a s-type tip wave 
function.[60-61] The sample is described by a flat lattice-periodic surface and the 
corresponding wave functions are truncated Bloch states which decay exponentially into the 
vacuum. 
 
Figure 2.2. Standard model according to Tersoff and Hamann approximating the tip apex by 
a sphere with radius of curvature R and ro as the center of curvature of the tip apex. The 
sample is illustrated by a periodic arrangement of atoms. 
Using Tersoff and Hamann approximation [61] the tunneling current at small voltages 
would finally be: 
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    (2.12) 
The matrix element turns out to be proportional to the sample wave function 
evaluated at the tip center of curvature: 
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)(~ oSTS rM          (2.13)  
Then the total current flowing from the tip to the sample can be written as: 
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The local density of states at energy E  and the specific position in r

 is defined by: 
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Combining (2.14) with (2.15), one can obtain the current that is directly proportional 
to the local density of states of the sample at the Fermi level ( FE ) evaluated at the tip center 
of curvature: 
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At a given bias voltage and position over the sample one measures the local density 
of states (LDOS) in front of the sample surface. Since the tunneling probability is an 
exponential function of the tip-sample separation, the value of the tunneling current is 
extremely sensitive to the sample distance and probes the surface corrugation with atomic 
accuracy. 
The most essential element of a STM system is a sharp metallic tip mounted on a 
piezo-tube, which uses the inverse piezoelectric effect for reaching atomic accuracy 
positioning in front of the sample surface. The other important part of STM system is the 
electronic feedback system which maintains the tip-sample spacing constant (in the constant 
current mode) or the tip position constant with respect to the mean sample surface (in the 
constant height mode) during a raster scan over the sample surface. As the tip scans over 
the xy plane, a topographical map of a surface can be obtained and displayed on the 
computer screen (illustrated in Figure 2.3). Typical current values range in the nA, while the 
bias voltage can vary from millivolts to a very few volts. 
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Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of a STM system. 
There are basically two modes of operation in STM: the constant-current mode and 
the constant-height mode.  
In the constant-current mode, while scanning the current It is compared with a 
reference current by a feedback circuit, which adjusts the z position of the tip in order to 
keep It constant. When the sample topography changes the corresponding tunneling current 
achieved will change as well. The feedback circuit responds by lower (if the tunneling current 
decreases) or higher (if the tunneling current increases) the tip position with respect to the 
sample surface until the tunneling current is restored to the reference value.  
In the constant-height mode, the z-position of the tip is kept constant and the 
tunneling current is recorded as it varies while raster scanning the sample surface. The 
constant-height mode is only applicable on flat surfaces and small scan areas. 
II.2. Scanning tunneling microscopy at the liquid-solid interface (LSI)  
Most scanning tunneling microscopes are originally operated under ultrahigh vacuum 
(UHV) conditions with significant experimental results during the first ten years. Since 
tunneling does not require vacuum, the STM can be taken also under ambient conditions 
which does not require instrumentation as complex or expensive as for UHV. Today ambient 
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STM becomes a powerful method to investigate self-assembly at the liquid-solid interface 
(LSI) and may have even increasing impact in this field in the future since the structure and 
dynamics of a monolayer at the LSI can be followed with a variety of other powerful tools 
such as neutron diffraction, X-ray crystallography, etc. [62-66]. The study of self-assembly at 
the LSI has a number of advantages in sample preparation in comparison with UHV 
condition. Not all molecular species can be evaporated in UHV STM due to insufficient 
thermal stability or bulky size of the molecules. Additionally the rich selection of possible 
solvents is a remarkable benefit for the STM measurements at liquid/solid interface. 
Moreover, the dynamic exchange of molecules adsorbed on the surface and in the liquid 
phase promotes a self-repair of defects in the self-assembled layers. The monolayer 
formation can be controlled under experimental conditions such as: substrate temperature, 
solute concentration, polarity of solvent, etc.  
In our LSI-STM experiments, a droplet of solution containing solute molecules 
dissolved in proper solvent is deposited onto a substrate surface. During scanning at the 
liquid solid interface, the STM tip is immersed into the droplet to investigate the interfacial 
monolayer between the substrate and the solution as illustrated in Figure 2.4 
 
Figure 2.4. Schematic representation of a LSI experiment where the STM tip is immersed in 
the droplet of the solution deposited on the surface of the substrate highly oriented pyrolytic 
graphite (HOPG (0001)). 
The liquid-solid interface is an ideal environment to induce the 2D self-assembly on 
graphite by physisorption. The adsorption of an adsorbate molecule originally solved in a 
liquid onto a surface is governed by the series of interactions [67-68] shown in Figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5. Interactions between solvent and solute molecules in the self-assembled 
monolayer at the liquid-solid interface. In this figure TMA solute molecules were dissolved in 
undecanol solvent. 
Desirable properties of solvent and solute for STM imaging at the liquid-solid 
interface as performed in this work 
Solvent properties 
Since STM images of molecules adsorbed on a surface are acquired while the 
tunneling tip is immersed in solution, the solvents should fulfill the following specific criteria:  
1. Solvents should be chosen according to the solubility of the solute, however, it 
should be either non-polar or at least weak-polar solvent to allow the tunneling current to be 
measured while the tip is in the solution. Strong polar solvents will cause a background ionic 
current via the dissociated ions (Faraday current), which prevents detection of the tunneling 
current. In case where strong polar solvents (electrolytes) are used, usually the tip shaft 
coated with insulating material is used for LSI/electrochemical STM.[69-71]  
2. The solvent should have a low vapor pressure in order to prevent rapid 
evaporation and a high boiling point so that the liquid-solid interface will be kept stable 
during the imaging time.[69-71] 
3. The solvent selected should also have a low affinity for adsorption on the 
substrate used so that the adsorbate molecules will not be displaced from the surface by the 
solvent molecules.[67-69] 
Solute properties 
1. Solute molecules should be immobilized during scanning, which limits the 
reconstruction or rearrangement of the layer. This helps obtaining stable and highly resolved 
STM images.[69-71] 
2. The solute molecules should be large enough to have lower thermal motion. This 
allows the solute molecules to remain on the surface long enough to be imaged.[69-71] 
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II.3.The interactions between solvent and solute molecules in the solution 
A solution is a homogeneous mixture of solute substances dissolved in solvent 
substances. The polarity of solute and solvent plays a very important role in the solvation 
process. Solvents can be classified into two categories: polar and non-polar solvents 
depending on their overall dipole moment. However, there is no sharp boundary between 
polar and non-polar solvents. Polarity of a solvent strongly depends on difference of 
electronegativity of groups forming a solvent molecule. For examples: methyl is a non-polar 
group since carbon and hydrogen have very close values of electronegativity so the CH 
bond is not polarized. Hydrocarbons contain carbon backbone with hydrogen attachments. 
Based on electronegativity, neither of these elements creates polarity. Therefore, 
hydrocarbons are nonpolar. Alkane, a saturated hydrocarbon, is nonpolar, which causes it to 
be soluble in non-polar solvents and insoluble in polar solvents. [72] An alcohol has both a 
non-polar hydrocarbon and a polar OH group. Its polarity will depend on the size of the alkyl 
group. In alcohol with a short hydrocarbon part, the dipole moment from the OH group may 
make the entire alcohol molecule polar. As the alkyl group increases in length, the size of the 
alkyls cancel any polarity resulting from the OH group, thus the alcohol becomes less-polar. 
Similarly, the polarity of carboxylic acids depends on the size of hydrocarbon chain. A 
benzene ring is non-polar because any dipoles formed by the C-H within the symmetric (6-
fold) structure of carbon and hydrogen constituents are compensating each other resulting in 
a net zero dipole moment. Additionally, the symmetric bonds between same elements in the 
carbon ring are non-polar. The precise polarity values of solutes and solvents used in this 
thesis will be discussed in more detail in the chapter III. 
Solvation is the interaction of a solute with a solvent, which leads to the stabilization 
of the solute in the solution as a homogeneous phase. Solvents interact with solutes via 
basically four types of interaction: charge-dipole, dipole-dipole, dipole-induced dipole, and 
induced dipole-induced dipole. Solvation often occurs when the solute-solvent interactions 
are similar to the solvent-solvent interactions which are signified by a general rule: “like 
dissolves like”. In other words, polar solutes dissolve in polar solvents, and non-polar solutes 
dissolve in non-polar solvents. This is because a polar solvent has partial charges that can 
interact with the partial charges of a polar solute. The negative poles of the solvent 
molecules surround the positive poles of the polar solute, and the positive poles of the 
solvent molecules surround the negative pole of the polar solutes. Clustering of the solvent 
molecules around the solute molecules separates single solute molecules from each other, 
which is what makes them dissolve. Non-polar solute molecules have no net charge; 
therefore polar solvent molecules are not attracted to them. In order for a non-polar molecule 
to get dissolved in a polar solvent, the non-polar molecules had to push polar solvent 
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molecules apart (rupturing their bonding). However, this would need quite high energy; 
therefore non-polar solute molecules cannot separate the charged solvent molecules from 
each other. In contrast, non-polar solutes dissolve in non-polar solvents because the van der 
Waals interactions between solvent and solute molecules are the same order of magnitude 
and solute molecules may easily separate solvent molecules apart.  
Thermodynamics of dissolution: 
The change in free enthalpy (ΔG) of a system determines whether the reaction is 
spontaneous or not. It is defined as follows: 
ΔG = ΔH – Δ(TS)  
= ΔH – TΔS (if the reaction takes place at constant temperature) 
The overall enthalpy change (ΔH) and entropy change (ΔS) are the sum of the 
corresponding changes for each step of the dissolution process. T is the absolute 
temperature. 
The dissolution processes lead to a greater disorder; therefore entropies in individual 
steps are increased resulting in a positive value for the ΔS (in principle, this value could also 
be negative in certain situations involving the dissolution of strong ionic species which may 
create a high degree of short-range order). The dissolution process can be separated into 
three steps as illustrated in Figure 2.6:  
(1) breaking solute-solute interactions (endothermic process); 
(2) breaking solvent-solvent interactions (endothermic process);  
(3) forming solvent-solute interactions, and in addition solvent-solvent interactions between 
those solvent molecules which have no solute molecules as neighbor (exothermic process). 
 
Figure 2.6. Three steps of a dissolution process. (1) separation of solute molecules, (2) 
separation of solvent molecules, and (3) interaction of solute and solvent molecules. 
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To understand the thermodynamics of dissolution, we classify the dissolution 
processes due to the polarities of solute and solvent molecules as follows: 
1. Polar solute in polar solvent:  
The polar solute molecules as well as solvent molecules are held together by 
relatively strong dipole–dipole or charge–dipole interactions or hydrogen bonds between the 
polar groups (molecules containing hydrogen atoms). After that enthalpy change to break 
these interactions is relatively large and positive (ΔH1 > 0 and ΔH2 > 0). The positive end 
groups of solvent molecules will attract negative end groups of solute molecules. Here again 
charge–dipole or dipole–dipole interactions are of relevance. Since all these intermolecular 
attractions are nearly of the same strength, the solute molecules as well as solvent 
molecules can separate from each other to form new interactions between neighboring 
solute and solvent molecules, resulting in a large, negative enthalpy change for step 3 (ΔH3 
< 0). The resulting overall enthalpy change is relatively small compared to its three 
components. The small change of overall enthalpy together with increase of entropy (ΔS) for 
the process results in a negative free enthalpy change for the whole dissolution process. 
Therefore polar solutes dissolve in polar solvents spontaneously. 
2. Non-polar solute in polar solvent:  
Non-polar solutes are held together by the weak van der Waals interactions between 
the molecules. Therefore the enthalpy change to break these interactions (step 1) is 
relatively small. While in the polar solvent the molecules are held together by strong 
interactions as mentioned above. Therefore the enthalpy change for the step 2 is relatively 
large and positive (ΔH2 > 0). Attractive forces between solute and solvent are not sufficient to 
overcome solvent-solvent attractive forces. Although the induced dipole on solute molecules 
might favor an interaction between non-polar solute and polar solvent molecules it is not 
strong compared to the polar interactions in the solvent. The negative enthalpy change for 
the step 3 is small; resulting in a large and positive overall enthalpy change. The entropy 
change (ΔS) for the process is usually not large enough to overcome the overall enthalpy 
increasing resulting in the positive overall free enthalpy change for this process. Therefore, a 
non-polar solute cannot spontaneously dissolve in polar solvents.  
3. Polar solute in non-polar solvent:  
In the case of a polar solute dissolving in a non-polar solvent, there should be 
considered a dipole–induced dipole interaction. Polar solute molecules are rather strongly 
attracted to each other. They can’t be affected by non-polar solvent molecules. Non-polar 
solvents, with a vanishing molecular net dipole moment, cannot solvate polar solute 
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molecules and thus cannot overcome the relatively high cohesive energy of a polar solute. 
Therefore, no spontaneous dissolution is observed. 
4. Non-polar solute in non-polar solvent:  
The interactions between solute molecules, as well as the interactions between 
solvent molecules are relatively weak van der Waals interactions. Therefore they can easy 
be broken up and could dissolve each other with the help of van der Waals-London forces 
(weak induced dipole–induced dipole forces), resulting in a small ΔH3. The enthalpy changes 
for step 1 and 2 are small also. The small total enthalpy change (ΔH), together with the 
positive entropy change for the dissolution process (ΔS), result in a negative free energy 
change (ΔG=ΔH-TΔS) for the process; hence, the dissolution occurs spontaneously. 
In summary, the polarity of both the solute and solvent does strongly affect the 
solubility as shown in Table 2.1 below.   
Table 2.1. Comparison of interaction between solute and solvent molecules[70] 
Solute A Solvent B Interactions Solubility of A in 
B 
A…A B…B A…B 
Nonpolar Nonpolar Weak Weak Weak  can be higha)  
Nonpolar Polar Weak Strong Weak probably lowb) 
Polar Nonpolar Strong Weak Weak probably lowc) 
Polar Polar Strong Strong Strong can be higha) 
a)
 Not much change in interaction strength for solute or solvent. 
b) 
Difficult to break up B…B. 
c) 
Difficult to break up A …A.  
II.4. The interactions between molecules and the substrate 
 In general, solute and solvent molecules can interact with surfaces in two different 
ways: by means of physisorption (physical adsorption) or chemisorption (chemical 
adsorption).  
 Chemisorption is characterized by the formation of a chemical bond (covalent, ionic 
or metallic bonding) between solute and/or solvent molecules and the substrate.[73-74] 
Chemisorption of alkanethiols on gold colloids has shown a strong covalent interaction 
between the substrate and the molecular head group (Au-S bonds).[75-77] STM images of the 
unsaturated hydrocarbons ethene and ethine chemisorbed on a silicon substrate revealed 
the random clusters of adsorbates or alternate dimer sites depending on the low or higher 
coverage on substrate.[78] Chemisorption of oxygen also causes surface reconstruction of a 
Cu(110) substrate studied by STM.[79] 
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 Physisorption is the adsorption of molecules at surfaces which is characterized by 
the absence of a formation of a physical bond. Molecular organization in this case is 
governed by intermolecular interactions (van der Waals and hydrogen bonding), and 
interfacial interactions (π–π stacking, C–H··· π[80], van der Waals forces, electrostatic forces 
which are usually weaker than the interactions in the case of chemisorption).[81,82] 
 Physisorbed solute molecules are in a dynamic equilibrium with the overlying solvent 
and therefore they can desorb and adsorb more freely than when they would be 
chemisorbed.[83-84] The energy that is required to desorb a physisorbed molecule is much 
lower than that for chemisorbed molecule.[85-86] 
 There is always competition between the substrate-adsorbate (solute or/and solvent 
molecules) and the adsorbate–adsorbate interactions. However, a delicate balance between 
these interactions is eventually decisive for the amount and structure of the adsorbate on 
surface and remaining in solution. In addition, the delicate balance among the solute–
solvent, solute–solute, solvent–solvent interactions may give rise to co-adsorption[87-94] or 
competitive deposition of solvent with solute.[94] 
 Depending on the chemical nature of adsorbates as well as of substrates different 
types of interaction take place.[95-98] Let us consider the example of adsorption of trimesic 
acid (TMA), an aromatic molecule with three COOH functional groups, on graphite. The 
functional groups of the TMA can significantly alter the overall magnitude of π-π interactions 
between the aromatic rings of the TMA molecules and the graphite substrate. According to 
Rochefort and Wuest the medium-range interactions involve π-orbitals of the substituents.[99] 
In this adsorption process when the aromatic core of the TMA molecule approaches the 
graphite surface π-π repulsion increases. This repulsion is then minimized by placing the 
benzene ring in a tilted geometry relative to the surface plane. The binding of –O-H and -
C=O groups to the underlying surface is the major reason for this tilting. The aromatic core is 
tilted with the -COOH group directed towards the surface.[99] This phenomenon reveals that 
attractive COOH/graphite interactions are significantly stronger than repulsive π –π 
interactions between the aromatic core and graphite.  
 
Figure 2.7. Model of adsorption of a TMA molecule on graphite substrate 
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 Using first principles DFT- LDA method Rochefort and Wuest[99] showed that TMA is 
quite strongly adsorbed on graphite, due to the stabilizing interactions of its three COOH 
groups. Due to the presence of three -COOH groups, the energy of the LUMO becomes 
closer to the EF of graphite, and there is an increase in the amount of net charge on the TMA 
contributed by the graphite. The net charge strongly suggests that empty orbitals of TMA 
overlap with filled orbitals localized on graphite and charge transfer from graphite to TMA 
increases the strength of adsorption. They also suggested the following common structural 
feature of a TMA molecule adsorbed on graphite as shown in Figure 2.7 with its OH unit 
tends to lie near the center of an aromatic ring of graphite. The oxygen atom in the -C=O 
fragment always locates nearly between two carbon atoms on graphite and the aromatic 
core of TMA occupies a bridge site of the graphite lattice.[99] 
II.5. Solvent effects on self-assembly at the liquid-solid interface 
When molecules are adsorbed at a liquid–solid interface, in addition to molecule–
molecule and molecule–substrate interactions, the solvent itself can play an important role in 
the formation of self-assembled monolayers. The solvent is expected to modify the potential 
energy landscape by lowering and increasing barriers between different adsorption 
minima.[100]  In addition solvent opens new dynamic pathways for molecule to diffuse over 
the surface. The solvent at the interface enables dynamic absorption and desorption of the 
solutes leading to the controlled assembly of the molecular architectures.[31] The delicate 
balance among the solute–solvent, solute–solute, solvent–solvent interactions would give 
rise to the co-adsorption or competitive deposition of solvent with solute.[94] Solvents can be 
co-adsorbed via van der Waals interactions with the substrate, hydrogen bond and van der 
Waals interactions with the solute molecules.[101] However, it’s hard to predict the influence 
of the solvent on the self-assembled pattern formation. The pattern formation at the liquid-
solid interface could be induced by chemical structure of solvent (aromatic interaction[33-34,97-
99], alkyl chain length[30-31,36,100], odd-even or parity effect[37,88-94,102], saturated and unsaturated 
solvent[38]), and other properties of solvent (solubility[56-57], hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
properties[39], polarity[40,103-104], viscosity[41], chirality[105-106]) etc. 
II.5.1. Solvent co-adsorption effect  
Solvent molecules can co-adsorb with solute molecules in a self-assembled 
molecular network due to intermolecular interactions.[88-91,101] Van der Waals interaction 
between solute and solvent molecules only could not cause the co-adsorption with solvent 
molecules, because this van der Waals interaction is usually weaker than interactions 
between the solute molecules.[48,101] The chain length of molecules also plays an important 
role in controlling co-adsorption. We discuss here the case of alkane-based solvents and 
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TMA and coronen as solutes.[36,94,107] It was shown that, decreasing the chain length of solute 
molecules increases its hydrogen-bond density, therefore, it decreases the co-adsorption of 
this molecule with the solvent.[94] Increasing the length of the alkyl chains favors co-
adsorption of the solvent.[39] Once a CH2 group is added or removed from an alkyl chain, the 
intermolecular interaction will be changed. For example, a decreasing density of CH2 units 
by replacing a long-chain di-acid by a short-chain solvent will reduce chain-chain van der 
Waals interactions that also decrease the co-adsorption of the solvent with di-acid.[94] In 
another case, the hydrogen-bond allows co-adsorption of alkanoic acid solvents with 
coronene on Au(111).[107] The longer the alkane chain, the greater is the van der Waals 
stabilization in the vertical direction: heptanoic/hexanoic acids co-adsorbe with coronene 
molecules. While with octanoic acid whose chain length is increased compared with 
heptanoic and hexanoic acids, the increase in the alkane chain will increase in mass and 
lateral van der Waals attraction between the alkane chains. This may initiate attraction 
between gold atoms and the coronene molecules adsorbed. The incorporation of the 
octanoic acid solvent into the monolayer is not strongly favored.[107] At the liquid-solid 
interface molecules continuously undergo adsorption/desorption, where one solute molecule 
desorbs and can be replaced by solute or solvent molecules from solution. Wintgens et al. 
reported only 1_octanol solvent can co-adsorb with HO(CH2)14COOH through hydrogen 
bonds formed by their hydroxyl functions due to their relative length.[36] The space occupied 
by two octanol molecules almost equals the space occupied by one 15-
hydroxypentadecanoic acid molecule, whereas two other alcohol molecules do not fit into the 
space left empty by a desorbed 15-hydroxypentadecanoic acid molecule[36] , which 
underlines the importance of steric effects. 
II.5.2. Solvent influences polymorphism 
The solvent is the controlling factor in determining the self-assembly patterns. 
Lackinger et al reported that trimesic acid (TMA) adsorbed on HOPG shows polymorphism 
depending on the length of the alkyl chains of the solvent molecules.[30] Solvent-induced 
polymorphism also has been reported by Kampschulte et al. for another TMA’s analogue, 
1,3,5-benzenetribenzoic acid, in alkyl acid, alcohol and alkane solvents with different 
dielectric constants.[56] Since the dielectric constant closely correlates to the solvent polarity, 
the solvents with higher dielectric constants enable stabilization and fast deposition rate of 
the nucleation species with more polar peripheral groups. The assembled structures of 
oligopyridine molecules also show polymorphism in different solvents (1,3-dichlorobenzene 
and phenyloctane) on HOPG in which the lamellar structure can be observed in 
phenyloctane, while three-fold supramolecular structure was obtained at 1,3-
dichlorobenzene /HOPG interface.[108] 
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II.5.3. The influence of solvent functionality on self-assembled structures 
The nature of the functionality often plays a decisive role for the self-assembled 
structure at the LSI. STM studies have shown that different functional groups can have 
important effects on molecular ordering. A series of functionalized alkanes, alcohols, fatty 
acids, and others (such as dialkylbenzene or 1-bromochloroalkanes) have been imaged by 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) methods on graphite surfaces. [109- 111]  It is obviously 
seen that, n-alkanes form lamellar structures on graphite with their straight chains are 
generally characterized by a 90° angle between the molecular axis and the lamellar 
direction, while alcohols form herringbone structures with an angle of around 60° and 
carboxylic acids form interdigitating structures. 
II.6. Ultrasonic influences on concentration of solution 
The energy introduced by ultrasound is known to enhance some physical and 
chemical reactions in liquid systems. The frequency of ultrasound in the range of tens of kHz 
is capable of weakening and even destroying the attraction between molecules which occur 
due to van der Waals, dipole-dipole, induced dipole-induced dipole interactions and so 
on.[112-115] The effects of ultrasound on liquids have been investigated since the 1980s. 
Ultrasonic energy has been reported responsible for rate enhancement in solvolysis of 
molecule in solvents, such as 2-chloro-2-methylpropane in aqueous ethanol mixtures [116], or 
2-chloro-2-methylpropane in aqueous alcoholic solvents.[117-119] There are a lot of reports 
concerning the effect of ultrasonic energy on hydrolysis of molecules, for example: base-
catalyzed hydrolysis of 4-nitrophenyl acetate in aqueous ethanol[120], ester hydrolysis in 
binary solvents[121,122] or aqueous ethanol[123], the alkaline  hydrolysis  of nitrophenyl  
esters[124], hydrophobic interactions.[125-126] 
Ultrasound has been found to increase the rate of dissolution, consequently to 
enhance the solubility in several different solid-liquid systems by the transient ultrasonic 
cavitation occurring in the dissolution process. Geier et al. showed an exponential increase 
in the dissolution of renal calculi in a chemolytic EDTA-citric acid solution in the presence of 
ultrasound.[127]  For example: the concentration of sodium available in the liquid solution 
reached a maximum of 1.4 times the equilibrium saturation concentration using stirring 
only.[128]  The solubilities of calcium citrate in water an of sodium sulfide in acetonitrile were 
found to be 1.7 and 1.4 times high in the presence of ultrasound, respectively.[129] The 
concentration of dissolved silicon and aluminum in water were 7-20 times higher than that of 
non-sonicated solutions. The concentration of silicon and aluminum in this aqueous solution 
increased with increasing sonication time [130] 
There are two main effects of ultrasonic vibrations: heat and cavitation. The 
cavitation formed by ultrasound arises from creation, enlargement, and implosion of gaseous 
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and vaporous cavities in a liquid during sonication procedure. The classical theory of the 
growth and collapse of a cavity in a liquid was developed by Noltingk and Neppiras. [131] 
Sonication is the act of applying ultrasonic energy in a medium such as liquid. A liquid is hold 
together by attractive forces, which determine the tensile strength of a liquid. Ultrasound 
waves, like all sound waves, consist of cycles of compression and expansion. Compression 
cycles exert a positive pressure on the liquid, pushing the molecules together; expansion 
cycles exert a negative pressure, pulling the molecules away from one another. During the 
expansion cycle, the magnitude of the negative pressure in the areas of rarefaction 
eventually becomes sufficient to overcome the liquid’s tensile strength, cause the liquid to 
fracture and finally results in a phenomenon known as cavitation. Thousands of these 
bubbles forming and collapsing permanently create powerful waves of vibration that 
propagate into the solution and break apart the intermolecular bonds. 
A solute is dissolved in a solvent if the attractive solute-solvent interaction forces are 
large enough to overcome the forces of solute-solute and solvent-solvent attraction, 
ultrasound has to provide enough energy to break these latter intermolecular attractions 
before the forces of attraction of the new solute-solvent can be effective. The bond breaking 
and bond formation processes should take place nearly simultaneously. It is clear that a 
solute dissolves if the solute-solvent forces of attraction are weaker than the intermolecular 
attractions between the solute and solute or solvent and solvent molecules.  
The other effect of ultrasonic vibrations is caused by the high-energy mechanical 
vibrations which can be easily converted to heat either by friction at interfaces between 
different parts or by damping within the bulk materials (“internal friction”). During the 
sonication process, the gas and vapor inside the cavities are periodically compressed, 
generating intense heat that raises the temperature of the liquid surrounding the cavity 
immediately. If the samples are sonicated for longer than 30 min and, as consequence of 
continuous ultrasonication, the bulk liquid warms up. Endothermic reactions can take 
advantage of this temperature increase.  
The solubility of a solute in a solvent typically depends strongly on the temperature. 
The higher the temperature of the solvent, the faster is the dissolution rate and the greater 
the solubility. Generally, an increase in the temperature of the solution increases the 
solubility of a solid or liquid solute. Dissolving a solid in a liquid is usually an endothermic 
process; heat must be absorbed to break down the crystal lattice. The kinetics of many 
reactions is also accelerated when the temperature is increased. Increased temperature 
means a greater average velocity of the molecules. This allows them to move faster from 
one position to another. 
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However, bulk liquid warming is a slow process and the final temperature achieved 
for a given time of sonication depends on the ambient temperature in the laboratory. One 
should determine the maximum temperature the bath reaches and maintains, when 
operating continuously under ambient conditions. Our experiments were carried out at 200C, 
and the stationary temperature reached around 400C as shown in Figure 2.8. 
 
Figure 2.8. Temperature development in the ultrasonic bath filled with water with sonication 
time 
Most sonication experiments can be performed under this steady state temperature 
simply by filling in the bath water previously heated to 400. Alternatively, the problem can be 
solved using an ultrasonic bath with a built-in heater. Here an ultrasonic bath with 
temperature control “Elmasonic P30H” from Elma Company has been used. Before 
performing the ultrasonic treatment, it is recommended to wait until the working temperature 
is achieved. 
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CHAPTER III: EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
III.1. Solute: Trimesic acid (TMA) (C6H3(COOH)3) 
Trimesic acid (TMA) is an aromatic carboxylic acid consisting of symmetric three-fold 
carboxylic groups (COOH) on a benzene ring. Figure 3.1 shows a ball-and-stick model of 
TMA. Carboxylic acids are typically polar in nature. They act both as hydrogen donor and 
acceptor simultaneously and therefore TMA molecules forms stable supra-molecular 
structures via hydrogen bonding with other TMA or with molecules containing polar 
functional groups (-OH, -COOH, -NH2). Carboxylic acids usually tend to “self-associate” 
because they exist as molecular dimers in non-polar media.[72,132-133] Planar adsorption of 
TMA is advantageous for π- π interaction between the aromatic systems of the graphite 
substrate and the molecule but also facilitates intermolecular hydrogen bonds. 
 
Figure 3.1. Ball-and-stick model of TMA molecule with the charges indicated on atoms 
forming the COOH functional group 
 In TMA the aromatic part (phenyl ring) is non-polar. Any dipoles formed by the C-H 
are all compensated by each other resulting in a net zero dipole moment of the molecule. 
So, TMA possess a non-polar phenyl ring and three COOH functional groups. The net 
polarity of one COOH group is analyzed by calculating the Mulliken charges (calculated by 
B3LYP/6-311G). This allows understanding the charge transfer between the corresponding 
atoms forming the group due to their differences in electronegativity. When the 
electronegativity difference increases a group becomes more polar. Within the –COOH 
group, the –OH subgroup has a negative net charge of –0.17 e and –C=O has a positive net 
charge of 0.13 e. Therefore carboxylic groups are at the same time hydrogen donors as well 
as acceptors. 
III.2. Solvents 
The polarity of a solvent is the main property that is discussed in the scope of the 
thesis. In general, the polarity of a solvent is roughly proportional to its dielectric constant 
and the degree of molecular orientation within the liquid. Technically, the dielectric constant 
itself shows the solvent’s ability to reduce the field strength of the electric field surrounding a 
charged particle (solute) immersed in it.[134]  Solvent molecules with large dipole moment 
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belong to solvents with a high dielectric constant which are considered to be polar, whereas 
those with low molecular dipole moment and small dielectric constant are classified as non-
polar.[56] However, the polarity of a solvent can be precisely determined based on calculating 
the Mulliken charges of its building components. In the following there are considered the 
three major solvents we have used for our experiments:  
III.2.1. Strong non-polar solvent: phenyloctane (octylbenzene) (C14H22) 
1-phenyloctane (Figure 3.2) can be classified as strong non-polar solvent since it 
consists of a nearly non-polar benzene ring (~ 2 % polar, a net charge of ± e corresponds to 
100 % polarity) and a completely non-polar hydrocarbon chain (0 % polar). However, due to 
positive inductive effect of the long alkyl group attached to the phenyl ring the phenyloctane 
may possess a small dipole moment unlike pure benzene. 
 
Figure 3.2. Ball-and-stick model of phenyloctane 
III.2.2. Medium polar solvents: alkanoic acids (CnH2n+1COOH, n = 6, 7, 8) 
Carboxylic acids used in our experiments are molecules with a -COOH groups and 
long un-branched aliphatic chains of short and medium length. Few examples are shown in 
Figure 3.3.   
 
Figure 3.3. Ball-and-stick models of alkanoic acids 
Alkanoic acids possess a –COOH group and a hydrocarbon chain. Within the –
COOH group, the –OH subgroup has a net charge of –0.18 e and –C=O subgroup has a net 
charge of 0.14 e. Therefore carboxylic groups are at the same time hydrogen donors as well 
as acceptors likewise as in the TMA molecule. The -COOH group is polar and the alkyl part 
is non-polar, and altogether there is a net dipole moment which makes alkanoic acids polar. 
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In addition the net dipole moment depends on the length of the corresponding aliphatic chain 
attached to the -COOH group. It is expected that smaller chain length carboxylic acids are 
more polar than longer ones. Figure 3.4 shows the theoretically calculated (B3LPY/6-311G) 
variation of the dipole moment as a function of the number of carbon atoms in the aliphatic 
chain. Only un-branched chains have been used for the simulation.  
 
Figure 3.4. Dependence of the molecular dipole moment of odd/even alkanoic acids on the 
alkyl chain length 
The shorter chain-length acids possess stronger dipole moments as compared with 
longer chain-length acids. This is argued to base on the positive inductive (+I) of alkyl 
groups. As the number of carbon atoms in the alkyl group increases the strength of +I 
increases, and therefore the polarization of the carboxylic carbon is reduced. So, the 
polarisability in -OH group is less. However, the variation of the dipole moment is saturated 
at around 7…8 carbon atoms in the chain. This means that any acid solvent with more than 
7 or 8 carbon atoms should behave similar in terms of the polarity. In addition there is an 
“odd/even” effect. Acids with odd number of carbon atoms are more polar than those with 
even numbers. Previous results showed that the short chain length carboxylic acids are 
soluble in a polar solvent (for example: water[135]), whereas longer chain length carboxylic 
acids are less soluble there due to the increasing hydrophobic nature of the alkyl chain. This 
is consistent with the theoretically calculated molecular dipole moments in Figure 3.4.  
These longer chain-length acids tend to be rather soluble in less-polar solvents such as 
ethers and alcohols in coincidence with the rule “like dissolves like”.  
III.2.3. Strong polar solvents: alkanoic alcohols (CnH2n+1OH, n = 10, 11) 
An aliphatic alcohol (Figure 3.5) contains a strong polar –OH functional group. For 
example, in undecanol the net charge of the –OH group is –0.25 e. This is defined as a 
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polarity of 25 %. In the methyl end group, however, the net charge is only 0.001 e, 
corresponding to the polarity of 0.1 %. For shorter chain length (methanol) the net charge at 
the methyl end group is increased to 0.03 e. This shows that the net polarity of undecanol 
solvent is relatively low as compared with methanol due to the long non-polar alkyl chain.  
 
Figure 3.5. Ball-and-stick models of two aliphatic alcohols 
However, as discussed above, the polarity of an alcohol molecule strongly depends 
on the size of the alkyl group. This is due to the variation of the net dipole moment of the 
individual molecule as a function of the number of carbon atoms in the aliphatic chain.  
Figure 3.6 shows the variation of a theoretically calculated (B3LPY/6-311G) net 
dipole moment as a function of number of carbon atoms in the aliphatic carbon chain.  
 
Figure 3.6. Dependence of dipole moment of alcohol molecules with an odd or even number 
of carbon atoms in the aliphatic chain  
The variation of the net dipole moment is similar as in carboxylic acids, however, to a 
larger extend. There is an odd-even effect, but compared with carboxylic acids it is reversed 
in alcohols. As the alkyl chain length increases in size, it becomes a more significant fraction 
of the alcohol and the net polarity decreases. For example, alcohols with alkyl chain 
containing less than four carbons are soluble in water, but alcohols with more than four 
carbon atoms are insoluble in water. In other words, an OH group can drag about three or 
four carbon atoms into solution in water.[136] 
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Both carboxylic acids and alcohols are protic solvents[68] and can serve both as 
hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors.  That is these solvents can form hydrogen bonding. 
 The solubility of trimesic acid in the above mentioned solvents is shown in the Table 
3.1 below. This can be understood after the previous considerations. 
Solute A Solvent B Solubility of A in B 
 
 
Trimesic acid 
(polar molecule) 
Phenyloctane 
strong non-polar solvent 
very low 
Alkanoic acids 
solvents with medium polar 
functional group (COOH)  
Medium 
Alkanoic alcohols 
solvents with strong polar 
functional group (OH) 
High 
Table 3.1. Solubility of TMA in different solvents 
III.3. Preparation of solutions 
TMA, phenyloctane, alkanoic acids (heptanoic, octanoic, nonanoic acid) and alkanoic 
alcohols (decanol, undecanol) were purchased from Aldrich with a purity of 98% are used as 
they are for the experiments. The same amount of TMA (0.5 mg) is dissolved in 7.5 ml 
solvent for preparing the solutions. After having solutions with TMA sediment, these 
solutions were sonicated in an ultra-sonic bath. The sonication time ranged from 1 to 10 
hours to obtain saturated or super-saturated solutions, respectively. The obtained solutions 
were kept for decanting (after about 2 weeks). These solutions were further investigated by 
UV-vis absorption spectroscopy to monitor the change in concentration. 
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Figure 3.7. The steps involved in the preparation are solvent-solute mixture, mixing, 
sonication and decanting.  
III.4. Substrates 
The preparation of the substrate plays a key role for the self-assembly of molecules 
at solid surfaces. Graphite occurs naturally but the graphite which is commonly used as 
substrates in STM is a synthetic material called highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG).[137] The most characteristic features of HOPG which enable its application in STM 
are atomically flat surface and high electrical conductivity. HOPG is composed of layers of 
carbon with hexagonal symmetry. Each of these sheets (graphene) is connected to the 
others by relatively weak van der Waals interactions. This makes HOPG a highly anisotropic 
and easily cleavable material. By using a transparent tape a thin layer can be peeled off thus 
uncover quite large (typically a few hundreds of nanometers large) and smooth areas of 
atomically flat fresh surface. The plane of HOPG obtained by cleaving is the (0001) plane 
(mosaic spread is less than 1o). 
.  
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Figure 3.8. STM (constant-hight mode) image of HOPG (a) and its model (b). The type A-
site carbon atoms are in a sub-lattice consisting of sites without such neighbors directly 
above and below in adjacent layers, and type B-site in a sub-lattice consisting of atoms with 
neighbors there. [138-139] 
G. Binnig et al. suggested that the protrusions seen at the atomic sites correspond to 
the type B-site atoms.[140] However, the theoretical calculations by Batra et al. proved that 
the carbon atoms visible in the image are of the A-site type.[141-142] Since carbon atoms of 
type B-site have neighbors directly above and below in adjacent layers, the energy 
distribution of electrons at these type B-site atoms broadens and splits into two bands while 
that on type A-site atoms remains sharp.[142-143] Since the tunneling probability for electrons 
near the Fermi level of graphite is highest for type A-site atoms, the contribution of the 
tunneling current from type A-site atoms in STM images is higher than the relevant 
contribution from type B-site atoms. Consequently, the type A-site atoms appear prominent 
in STM images. However, both the type A-site and type B-site atoms of graphite should be 
observable in STM images by adjusting the suitable bias voltage and tip-surface separation 
as reported in a theoretical calculation of E. Cisternas and A. Selloni.[144-145]  
III.5. Tip preparation 
The geometry and electronic structure of a tip near its Fermi energy is strongly 
influencing the image contrast and the spectroscopic signatures in STM. Usually metal tips 
with localized d-states near the Fermi energy are used as STM-tips. In case that the d-state 
tip points towards the sample (Figure 3.9) that might lead to the higher corrugation 
amplitude than for the s-state tip, and this way increase the STM resolution.[146]   
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Figure 3.9. Tip outermost atom wave function with a d-state significantly enhances the 
imaged corrugation of a sample surface. 
Metals as tungsten (W), platinum (Pt), gold (Au) etc. are generally used as tip 
materials.[146-147] For ambient measurements, Pt-Ir (80:20) tips are preferred over tungsten 
tips, because tungsten is easily oxidized in air. Pt-Ir tips are usually formed by mechanical 
cutting, while tungsten tips are made by electrochemically etching. For studies on atomically 
flat samples, electrochemically etched tips have no advantages over mechanically cut tips, 
because on the submicron scales both types have poorly defined.[148-149] The status of a tip 
should be judged by the image contrast it produces from a well-known surface. In the 
experiments described here mechanically cut Pt-Ir tips have been used and before each 
measurement tips have been checked on freshly cleaved graphite. Ideal tips for STM should 
have an atomically sharp apex. However, in general, the geometry of the tip apex is poorly 
defined and can even change during the scanning.  
The tip geometry also influences the resolution of a STM image. STM images may 
exhibit variations and artifacts caused by non-ideal tip geometry. Different tips and samples 
were used to check for reproducibility of image contrast and to ensure the absence of image 
artifacts caused by improper tip or sample. All of the images shown here were acquired at 
constant height mode and display the relative topographic height as the tip is raster scanned 
across the sample surface. 
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CHAPTER IV: SELF-ASSEMBLY OF TRIMESIC ACID (TMA) 
CONTROLLED BY SOLVENT POLARITY AND CONCENTRATION 
OF SOLUTION 
In this chapter the influence of solvent polarity and concentration of TMA in different 
solvents on the self-assembled structures deposited at the liquid-solid interface are 
investigated. First the self-assemblies of TMA dissolved in the non-polar phenyloctane, in 
medium polar alkanoic acid and in highly polar alkanoic alcohol solvents are investigated. To 
control the concentration, the mixtures of TMA and solvents are sonicated as discussed in 
Chapter III.3. Approximately ~10 µL of solutions were applied on the basal plane of a freshly 
cleaved HOPG (0001) and then in-situ investigated by STM. There has been always 
performed an imaging of the corresponding graphite substrate with atomic resolution before 
the imaging at the liquid-solid interface took place. The liquid-solid interface was scanned in 
the range of several hundred nanometers and these images were analyzed using the 
software provided by Anfatec Instruments AG (Anfatec Present, 
http://www.anfatec.de/anfatec/present.html). The public domain program WSxM was also 
used for data processing.[150] STM measurements were performed with a Burleigh ambient 
Instructional STM operating at constant current mode using a mechanically cut Pt/Ir (80/20) 
tip. All experiments were carried out at room temperature and the STM images were 
collected under various tunneling conditions (It, U). Experiments were repeated with different 
tips and samples to ensure that the images were not influenced by occasional tip and 
sample artifacts. 
IV.1. Trimesic acid (TMA) dissolved in a strong non-polar phenyloctane (PO) solvent 
Phenyloctane (PO) is a solvent widely used for STM experiments at the liquid-solid 
interface, because it combines various advantages: low affinity to the graphite substrate, low 
vapor pressure, no electrochemistry at moderate voltages. It is non-polar as evident from the 
low static dielectric constant of =2.26 and is also a non-protic solvent, i.e. does not exhibit 
functional groups for intermolecular hydrogen bonds.  
Due to the non-polar nature of PO, a very low solubility of TMA can be anticipated, 
and the formation of structures which incorporate solvent molecules is not expected. In order 
to enhance the amount of TMA dissolved in PO, solutions are prepared by sonication for 
extended amounts of time (~ 5 hours). This results in a colloidal (turbid) solution which is 
allowed to settle for two weeks. Decantation yields a clear stock solution for further 
experiments. Upon sonication the amount of dissolved TMA increases with time. This was 
experimentally confirmed via UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy of solutions which have been 
sonicated for progressively increasing amounts of time (Figure 4.1.1).  
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Figure 4.1.1. UV-vis absorption spectrum of TMA in phenyloctane (pure phenyloctane was 
used a reference). As the sonication time increases the TMA absorbance and hence the 
TMA concentration increases monotonously.  
Comparison with a reference solution of known concentration reveals that sonication 
increases the TMA solubility in PO up to the order of 100 µM for 5 hours of sonication.  
Results and discussion 
Extensively sonicated TMA solutions in PO facilitate self-assembly of TMA 
monolayers with high packing density, a typical constant current STM topography is 
reproduced in Figure 4.1.2. The lower half depicts the data as measured, while the upper 
half has been mesh-averaged.[151] This procedure averages a deliberately chosen cut-out 
over equivalent parts of the normally periodic original image. The precise locations of 
equivalent parts are identified by means of peaks in the cross-correlation between the cut-
out and the original image and weighted by their respective height. The monolayer is 
comprised of triangularly shaped protrusions aligned along rows running from lower right to 
upper left. The brightness of those rows, i.e. the apparent height, is alternating as indicated 
by thick and thin arrows respectively. According to size and symmetry, each bright spot 
corresponds to a planarly adsorbed single TMA molecule. As already evident from the STM 
image, TMA molecules in adjacent rows form dimers. The two TMA molecules which 
constitute the dimer are azimuthally rotated by 180° with respect to each other. 
Perpendicular to the rows the molecules run along zig-zag chains as marked with a dashed 
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line in Figure 4.1.2. Molecular zig-zag chains have previously been observed for 1,3-
dicarboxylic acid (isophthalic acid) monolayers.[152] In this structure, isopthalic acid molecules 
are interconnected by twofold hydrogen bonds and the zig-zag pattern is owed to the 
structure of the building block, i.e. the 120° angle between the two carboxylic groups at the 
1,3 positions, respectively.  
 
Figure 4.1.2. STM constant- current topography of a TMA monolayer at the graphite-
phenyloctane interface; the lower half depicts the as measured data (U = 1.4 V, It = 400 pA), 
whereas the upper half represents mesh averaged data as explained in the text body. TMA 
molecules are interconnected along zig-zag chains as marked with a dashed line in the 
image. Rows are indicated by the arrows running perpendicular to the zig-zag chains. The 
apparent height of those rows (brightness) alternates; a higher and a lower row are 
highlighted by thick and thin arrows respectively. The overlay represents a scaled STM 
image simulation (U = 1.6 V, It = 100 pA) as further described in the text. 
The azimuthal orientation of individual TMA molecules can be deduced from high-
resolution topographies, an example is presented in Figure 4.1.3.a. In order to guide the eye 
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TMA molecules are symbolized by tripods. The difference in apparent height between 
adjacent rows, as already evident in Figure 4.1.2, is further illustrated by line-profiles. The 
topographically higher row is termed I, whereas the lower row is marked by II. Thus, 
perpendicular to the rows there is a I–II…I–II pattern, where “–” symbolizes dimerization. As 
indicated by dashed ovals in Figure 4.1.3a, TMA molecules dimerize between rows Ia – IIa 
and Ib – IIb. Line-profiles along the lines depicted in Figure 4.1.3a are illustrated in Figure 
4.1.3b. The TMA lobes (carboxylic groups) which point between Ia and IIa along the dimer 
axis appear topographically low compared to those between IIa and Ib. In addition to the 
slight asymmetry between carboxylic groups, the overall difference in height between rows I 
and II prevails.  
 
Figure 4.1.3 (a) Typical STM constant current topograph (9 x 15 nm2, U = 1.46 V, It = 450 
pA) of TMA at the graphite-PO interface. The upper half depicts measured and the lower 
half mesh averaged data. In order to guide the eye, TMA molecules are symbolized by 
tripods. Along the zig-zag chains TMA molecules dimerize as indicated by dashed ovals. (b) 
Line-profiles along the dashed and solid lines in (a) respectively; the line-profiles illustrate 
the difference in apparent height and the asymmetry of single molecules. The solid (dashed) 
line in (a) corresponds to the solid (dashed) line in (b). Carboxylic groups which interlink 
rows Ia and IIa appear less bright.  
In order to obtain precise values for lattice parameters and to find the mutual 
orientation between adsorbate and substrate lattice the split-image technique was applied. 
Figure 4.1.4a depicts a split-image of a TMA monolayer, where in the upper half the 
adsorbate layer is imaged with molecular resolution and in the lower half the graphite 
substrate with atomic resolution. This contrast switching is attained by rapidly lowering the 
sample bias by one order of magnitude from +1.33 V (for imaging adsorbates) to +0.133 V 
(for imaging the graphite substrate) during image acquisition. The inset in the lower right 
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corner of Figure 4.1.4a depicts an FFT filtered image of the graphite lattice. By means of 
this split-image, the influence of thermal drift can be minimized and the epitaxial relation 
between adsorbate and substrate lattice, as presented in Figure 4.1.4b, can be determined. 
Since no further contrast modulation like a Moiré pattern is observed, commensurate epitaxy 
is assumed.  
 
Figure. 4.3.4 (a) Split-image of a TMA monolayer; the upper half depicts the adsorbate layer 
with molecular resolution and the lower half the graphite lattice with atomic resolution (U = 
+1.33/+0.133 V, It = 470 pA). The inset in the lower right corner is a Fourier filtered image of 
the graphite part (b) Geometrical model of the epitaxial relation between TMA and graphite 
lattice. The monolayer structure is assumed to be commensurate, the origin is random. The 
inset denotes the superstructure matrix which relates the adsorbate to the substrate lattice 
vectors. 
Experimental and calculated lattice parameters from the deduced superstructure 
matrix are in Table 4.1.1. Precise unit cell parameters provide the basis for an initial 
geometrical model and are an important experimental input for further simulations. 
  
A(Å) 
 
B(Å) (
^
,BA

) (
^
,aA

) (
^
,bB

) 
Experiment 19.0 ± 0.5 9.0 ± 0.5 65° ± 2° 24° ± 2° 29° ± 2° 
commensurate model 19.21 8.52 63.70° 26.33° 30.00° 
MOPAC simulation 19.49 8.64 63.62° 26.30° 30.00° 
Table 4.1.1. Experimental values for the unit cell parameters, as determined by split images 
vs. unit cell parameters according to a commensurate unit cell. The bottom row shows lattice 
parameters as refined by a MOPAC simulation with a fully relaxed structure. 
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In order to understand the reason for dimer formation and the STM contrast 
modulation along the zig-zag chains, we have carried out a structure optimization based on 
the last parametric method number 6 (PM6) implemented in MOPAC2009 package.[153] 
MOPAC2009 is a semi-empirical quantum chemistry method which treats hydrogen bonds 
better than molecular mechanics.[151,153] Our calculations are based on experimental lattice 
parameters with a periodic super-cell containing two molecules adsorbed on two slabs of 
graphite. In a first step, all geometries are optimized with the atomic coordinates 
perpendicular to the surface fixed. In a second step no further constraints are applied, so 
that the final result represents fully relaxed atomic positions. Since the effect of the substrate 
on molecular binding energies is supposed to be small, the binding energies are calculated 
between two molecules as optimized on a graphite substrate but without including the 
molecule-graphite interaction in the binding energies. STM images have been simulated with 
a Green's function based scattering formalism.[154-155] This image simulation is based on the 
geometry optimized structure from MOPAC calculations.  The STM tip is approximated as 3-
fold symmetric pyramid of 10 W-atoms adsorbed on a W(111) substrate. The electronic 
structure of the system as a prerequisite for the scattering formalism is calculated by the 
extended Hückel approximation. Results are presented in Figure 4.1.5, where (a) depicts a 
model of the optimized structure and (b) the simulated STM image. (These simulations were 
performed in cooperation with Dr. Hao Tang at the Centre d’Elaboration des Mate´riaux et 
d’Etudes Structurales, Toulouse, France). [48] 
 
Figure 4.1.5 (a) Result of a MOPAC2009 semi-empirical simulation of the zig-zag dimer-
chain TMA structure on graphite. Blue arrows indicate intermolecular hydrogen bonds. - 
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and -sites denote the two nonequivalent C-atom positions of the topmost graphite layer. (b) 
Cross-sectional view of Ia, IIa, Ib along 6-1/2-5 in which red and black arrows indicate vertical 
shifts of the hydroxyl oxygen and hydrogen atoms out of the adlayer plane respectively.  (c) 
Simulated STM image (U = +1.6 V, It =100 pA); the geometric structure is based on MOPAC 
results and the electronic structure has been evaluated by extended Hückel calculations. For 
better comparison, a scaled, mesh averaged experimental STM topography has been 
overlaid (the square highlights the boundary of the STM image). Black and white rectangles 
in the images correlate inter-row voids between the rows in the MOPAC simulations and 
STM measurements, respectively. 
The unit-cell of this densely packed TMA monolayer accommodates two TMA 
molecules which are different with respect to their azimuthal orientation, adsorption site, and 
intermolecular bonds. In both nonequivalent TMA molecules all carboxylic groups are 
involved in intermolecular hydrogen bonds; however the hydrogen bonding pattern is 
different for each of the three carboxylic groups in each of the nonequivalent TMA 
molecules. The numbering in the following discussion refers to the numbering of molecules 
in Figure 4.1.5a, where hydrogen bonds are indicated by blue arrows. Neighboring TMA 
molecules in adjacent rows are interconnected by two equivalent O-H…O hydrogen bonds 
between their carboxylic groups in a typical cyclic dimer motif. For the twofold hydrogen 
bond between molecules 1-2 the H…O distance amounts to 1.81 Å. Single O-H…O 
hydrogen bonds are also formed within the rows, for instance between molecules 6-1 and 5-
2 respectively. Those intra-row hydrogen bonds include the hydroxyl hydrogen atoms of 
molecules 6(5) and the hydroxyl oxygen atoms of molecule 1(2) with a slightly increased 
H…O distance of 1.89 Å. As evident from Table 4.1.2, the calculations reveal no significant 
difference between the binding energies of intra-row hydrogen bonds in the two 
nonequivalent rows I and II.  
Dimer E kcal/mol 
1-2 -34.925 
2-4 -32.255 
3-4/6-1 -9.479 
2-5 -9.835 
Table 4.1.2 Calculated binding energies between different types of hydrogen bonded TMA 
dimers by using MOPAC2009 on graphite. The numbers refer to Figure 4.1.5 
The hydrogen bonds between molecules 2-4 are also of the cyclic dimer type and 
qualitatively similar to the bonds between molecules 1-2.  Yet, the H…O distance for 2-4 is 
slightly larger (1.83 Å) than for 1-2 (1.81 Å). These distances are expected to be beyond the 
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optimum distance, and accordingly the binding energy slightly higher (Table 4.1.2). This 
asymmetry is attributed to the aforementioned symmetry breaking additional intra-row 
hydrogen bonds which only affect the local environment of hydroxyl oxygen atoms involved 
in the twofold hydrogen bond between molecules 1-2. Additional weak C-H…O inter-row 
hydrogen bonds between molecules 1-6 and 2-5 is conceivable and might contribute to the 
stabilization. Yet, the H-O distance between the carboxyl oxygen atoms of molecule 6(5) and 
a hydrogen atom of the phenyl ring of molecule 1(2) amounts to 2.53 Å and is rather large. 
This relatively large distance is attributed to steric repulsion between the hydroxyl hydrogen 
atom of molecule 6(5) and the hydrogen atom of the phenyl ring of molecule 1(2).  As 
another consequence, the simulations indicate bending of the phenyl hydrogen, the 
carboxylic hydrogen and oxygen atoms out of the molecular plane. Figure 4.1.5b illustrates 
the out of plane bending of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms in carboxylic groups as marked 
by red and black arrows respectively. The dotted line indicates the plane of the phenyl rings. 
Figure 4.1.5c depicts the simulated STM image along with a mesh averaged experimental 
STM image. The simulations nicely reproduce the different apparent heights of rows I and II. 
Also, the apparent heights of different carboxylic groups agree well between experiment and 
simulation. For a better comparison of the voids between molecular rows black and white 
rectangles are included. Typically the STM contrast is determined by both geometric and 
electronic effects, where hybridization of adsorbate and substrate electronic states can 
cause additional contrast alteration and modulation. In this case we cannot unequivocally 
separate topographic from electronic effects. In addition to the asymmetrical binding, the 
MOPAC simulations indicate that the nonequivalent TMA molecules within the unit cell 
adsorb on different graphite lattice sites. TMA molecules in row I adsorb on graphite 
substrate with their benzene ring located on the -sites (C-atom of the first layer with a next 
nearest neighbor in the second layer), whereas the benzene ring of TMA molecules in row II 
locate on -sites (C-atom of the first layer without a next nearest neighbor in the second 
layer) (Figure 4.1.5a). Since a contrast modulation as a consequence of different adsorption 
sites has also been observed for adsorbates on graphite and analyzed in great detail for 
aliphatic adsorbates this epitaxial effect cannot be neglected.[34] In order to demonstrate the 
effect of different environments (i.e. in plane binding arrangement and adsorption site on the 
STM contrast) we simulated STM topographs of a hypothetical super-flower structure on 
graphite (Figure 4.1.6), where all TMA molecules exhibit the same threefold symmetric 
hydrogen bonding pattern and are adsorbed on similar adsorption sites. As anticipated, the 
symmetry of the monolayer is reflected in the simulated STM image which exhibits ideal 
p3m1 symmetry. As for the observed zig-zag dimer motif, TMA molecules appear with 
triangular shape, but do not show any internal asymmetry between the carboxylic groups.  
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Three main reasons are therefore accounted for the observed difference in apparent 
height between rows I and II found for the adsorption structure of TMA deposited from a 
solution in PO:  
1. Nonequivalent electronic structure of TMA molecules in row I vs. II;  
2. Out of plane bending of the hydroxyl and hydrogen in −COOH group (see Figure 
4.1.5b);  
3. Different adsorption sites of molecules in row I vs. II (see Figure 4.1.5a).  
However, it is difficult to separate each of these effects as they are closely linked. Most 
likely a combination of several effects accounts for the experimental results. 
 
Figure 4.1.6 Simulated STM image of a hypothetical super flower structure where all TMA 
molecules are equivalent and each carboxylic group takes part in a cyclic trimer hydrogen 
binding arrangement. The underlying geometrical structure is obtained by MOPAC 
simulations. These are carried out without any constraints, which are neither for the 
symmetry nor for the lattice parameter. For clearance, TMA molecules are overlaid. The 
structure exhibits p3m1 symmetry and a lattice parameter of 9.84 Å which yields a packing 
density of 1.19 molecules/nm².   
To the best of our knowledge, the zig-zag dimer-chain structure exhibits the second  
highest packing-density (1.29 ± 0.02 molecules/nm2) of planar adsorbed TMA molecules 
ever observed at the graphite-liquid interface. Most natural structures of TMA deposited from 
solutions of fatty acids are porous flower and chicken-wire structures.[30,50,54] On the other 
hand, TMA dimer chains have already been observed upon co-adsorption with aliphatic 
alcohols.[88-90] For the preparation of these structures polar solvents are used for better TMA 
solubility. Under vacuum conditions a densely packed TMA super-flower structure has been 
observed on Au(111) with  a lattice parameter of 9.3 Å,  resulting in the highest packing 
density (1.34 molecules/nm2) of all planar TMA monolayers.[24] This should be compared 
with the hypothetical super-flower structure on graphite depicted in Figure 4.1.6: A 
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hexagonal structure with a lattice parameter of 9.84 Å is obtained, resulting in a molecular 
packing-density of 1.19 molecules/nm2, which is lower than that of the zig-zag dimer-chain 
structure observed here (1.29 molecules/nm2).  
Structure and epitaxy of many supramolecular monolayers at the liquid-solid interface 
are thermodynamically controlled, thus represent a minimum of Gibbs’ free energy. This 
might also provide the key to understand the formation of a densely packed TMA structure 
on the PO-graphite interface. Since PO is non-polar and aprotic, solvophobic effects are 
likely to drive TMA adsorption and subsequent monolayer formation. This has previously 
been observed for self-assembly of a different tri-carboxylic acid from PO solutions on 
graphite [156] and also for other interfacial liquid-solid systems. [31] The low solubility of TMA in 
PO as confirmed by UV-Vis spectroscopy is a strong indication for this hypothesis. 
Introducing a pristine graphite surface to the solution offers a possibility to reduce the free 
energy. Compared to the “inhospitable” environment in solution, adsorption of TMA on the 
surface decreases the systems enthalpy by strong intermolecular binding through hydrogen 
bonds and adhesion to the graphite substrate. Although the zig-zag dimer chain structure is 
not ideal as far as intermolecular hydrogen bonds are concerned - not all three carboxylic 
groups participate in energetically favorable cyclic dimer motif - it might be the best 
compromise between adsorbing as many TMA molecules as possible on the surface while 
still providing reasonable intermolecular stabilization. The question why the likewise rather 
dense super-flower structure is not observed, despite its more favorable formation of 
exclusively unstrained cyclic trimer motifs can also be answered by free energy arguments. 
First of all the packing density of simulated super-flower structure (1.19 molecules/nm²) is 
slightly smaller than that of the zig-zag dimer chain structure (1.29 molecules/nm²). This 
means for full surface coverage more molecules are adsorbed in the zig-zag dimer chain 
structure than in the super-flower structure which provides the strongest argument in favor of 
the zig-zag dimer chain structure. Since the hydrogen bond density is larger in the super-
flower structure and the exclusive occurrence of cyclic trimers is more favorable, it is the 
structure with the highest binding energy per unit area when only hydrogen bonds are taken 
into account. Yet, the higher packing density of the zig-zag dimer chain structure also results 
in increased enthalpy contributions from molecule-substrate interactions. For the complete 
picture, entropic contributions have also to be considered for Gibbs’ free energy. Upon 
adsorption of a monolayer the systems entropy is diminished because solute molecules 
have lost their translational, conformational, and rotational entropy. Again, because of its 
lower packing density the super-flower-structure seems entropically favored although we 
cannot readily evaluate the entropy of a TMA molecule in the super-flower vs. the zig-zag 
chain dimer structure. In order to still argue on thermodynamical grounds that the zig-zag 
chain dimer structure is thermodynamically stabilized, the additional enthalpy contribution 
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from the increased molecule-substrate interaction - associated with the higher packing 
density - has to outweigh the higher entropic cost. Unfortunately, the problem is too complex 
and figures for the enthalpy are not robust enough for a quantitative discussion.  
On the other hand, self-assembly of this particular structure might also be kinetically 
controlled and the thermodynamic equilibrium structure might not be attained. Solvophobic 
effects can trap TMA molecules on the surface, although vertical mobility of adsorbed 
molecules is found in many liquid-solid systems. If this is the case, a transition towards a 
monolayer structure with lower packing density would not be possible. Compared to solvents 
endowed with functional groups like fatty acid which can form hydrogen bonds with the 
solute, aprotic solvents like PO exhibit weaker interaction and less stabilization of the solute. 
Consequently, the enthalpic gain upon adsorption of one molecule is much larger for poor 
solvents (PO) as compared to good solvents (fatty acids). Since the enthalpy gain per 
molecule is large in poor solvents, densely packed structures can become 
thermodynamically preferred over open-pore structures as observed in fatty acids. We have 
also checked for the generality of the observed phenomenon with other non-polar solvents, 
in this case dodecane which is similarly used as standard STM solvent for aliphatic solutes 
(see Appendix). Although the concentration of TMA likewise increases with sonication time, 
very unstable structures could only transiently be imaged with STM (Figure 1 to 3 in the 
Appendix). This observation can be explained with the substantially lower TMA 
concentration in dodecane solutions as compared to PO solutions. Presumably, aromatic 
interactions between the PO solvent and the TMA solute are still favourable for the solubility, 
albeit less efficient than hydrogen bonds as they become possible through protic solvents 
like fatty acids. In conclusion, we propose that the structure which minimizes Gibbs’ free 
energy can depend on the solvent due to the different stabilization enthalpy of the solute 
molecules. 
Summary 
In summary upon increasing the amount of dissolved TMA in PO by sonication, we 
observe an unusual monolayer structure with high packing density and untypical hydrogen 
bond pattern. The basic structural unit is a hydrogen bonded TMA dimer. Thus, we termed 
the monolayer as hydrogen bonded zig-zag dimer chain structure. Perpendicular to the 
dimer chains the molecules are aligned along rows. MOPAC simulations are applied to 
refine the measured structure and identify possible hydrogen bonds from the minimum 
energy structure. Also, the MOPAC results are used for a STM image simulation which 
reproduces all essential experimentally observed contrast features. The existence of this so 
far unobserved structure with high packing density is rationalized by solvophobic effects. The 
solubility of TMA in non-polar PO is low and adsorption of molecules is a way to minimize 
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the free energy. But still, the zig-zag dimer chain is preferred over a hypothetical super-
flower structure with slightly lower packing density. For a full quantitative discussion of the 
problem not only enthalpic gains associated with intermolecular hydrogen bonds and 
molecule-substrate interactions, but also entropic costs have to be known precisely which is 
currently beyond experimental and theoretical possibilities. 
IV.2. TMA dissolved in medium polar solvents, alkanoic acids 
 Alkanoic acids containing the acid functional group (COOH) and alkyl chain were 
used to dissolve TMA molecules. From these solvents TMA molecules assemble on HOPG 
substrate into two porous networks, the low-packing density “chicken-wire” (0.8 
molecules/nm2) and higher-packing density “flower” structures (1.1 molecules/nm2)[30] as 
depicted in Figure 4.2.1. Both structures are governed by intermolecular hydrogen bonding 
and exhibit periodic cavities of approximately 1.0 nm diameter. These structures are found 
forming at both solid-liquid interface and at vacuum-solid interface (deposited in UHV) on 
different substrates.[30,54,55] The building blocks for chicken-wire and flower structures are 
dimers or dimers and trimers respectively. TMA also co-assembles with other molecules (1, 
3, 5-tris(4-pyridyl)-2,4,6-triazine (TPT), terephthalic acid (TPA), coronene) which eventually 
form different patterns (honeycomb packing motif; bone-shaped packing motif etc.).[56,157] 
Lackinger et al. showed a solvent-induced polymorphism of TMA in different alkanoic acids 
(Cn-1 H2n-1COOH) from butyric (n = 4) to nonanoic acid (n = 9) on graphite (0001).
[30] These 
STM experiments revealed that in long chain fatty acids (n = 7, 8, 9) TMA forms a low-
packing density chicken-wire structure and in short-chain length fatty acids (n = 4, 5, 6, 7) it 
forms the high-density flower structure. Under electrochemical control depending on an 
applied electrode potential TMA may also form high-packing density structures with its 
molecular plane perpendicular to the substrate plane at solid-liquid interface.[158] Under UHV 
condition, different polymorphs of TMA are obtained by varying the coverage of TMA 
molecules on Au(111) surface [24], by potential-controlled[20], or varying substrate 
temperature.[27] The authors have demonstrated a variety of structures including the flower 
and chicken-wire structures and also shown at high deposition rate the formation of a rather 
densely packed phase (1.34 molecules/nm2).[24] Tahara et al. showed that network formation 
is affected by the concentration-dependent surface coverage of DBA 
(hexadehydrotribenzo[12] annulene) derivatives at the TCB (1,2,4-trichlorobenzene)/ 
graphite interface. DBA structures transform from higher density non-porous structures to 
low density porous structures by dilution of solution.[159] We have recently shown the 
formation of a high density structure of TMA in phenyloctane, a structure which has never 
been observed before, which is achieved by increasing the concentration of solute in 
phenyloctane by sonication (see also previous section).[48] 
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Figure 4.2.1. Ball-stick model of chicken-wire structure (a) and flower structure (b). Chicken-
wire structure consists of TMA dimers whereas the flower structure has intermediate trimers 
and dimers as building blocks.  
 Therefore it appears the question whether one could fabricate different structures in a 
controlled manner by varying the concentration of TMA in one and the same solvent 
systematically to form structures with different densities as has been shown by Ye et al [24] at 
the solid-liquid interface. Moreover it is not clear yet from the previous investigations of TMA 
in different fatty acids[30] what is the influence of the concentration and the formation 
mechanism on these high and low density structures.  
According to literature [30], TMA in long-chain length fatty acids (Cn-1 H2n-1COOH)-HOPG 
interface, such as octanoic acid (n = 8) and nonanoic acid (n = 9) can only form low-packing 
density chicken-wire structure, while in short-chain length solutions (ranging from butyric 
acid (n = 4) to heptanoic acid (n = 7)), high-packing density flower structure is formed (the 
co-existence of chicken-wire and flower structures were observed in the case of TMA in 
heptanoic acid).  
In this section we show that by adjusting the molecule concentration by sonication 
(using an ultra-sonic bath), the different polymorphs can be deposited in a controlled manner 
and it turns out that the observations previously made[30] are only valid within a small window 
of low concentrations. Three alkanoic acid solvents: heptanoic acid (C6H13COOH), octanoic 
acid (C7H15COOH) and nonanoic acid (C8H17COOH) were used to prepare solutions with 
TMA for experiments.  
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IV.2.1. TMA in octanoic acid at different sonication time 
Here, we have investigated the self-assembly of TMA molecules dissolved in octanoic 
acid at different concentrations on a HOPG substrate. Different concentration is achieved by 
extended sonication of TMA molecule in octanoic acid solvent. With increasing sonication 
time the concentration of TMA molecule increases as shown in Figure 4.2.2. The sonication 
times range from 1 to 10 hours.  
 
Figure 4.2.2. UV-vis spectra of the TMA molecule in octanoic acid solvent at different 
sonication time. 0 is a solution with known concentration (0.5mg TMA in 5ml octanoic acid 
solvent) without sonication. 3-8 indicate solutions which are sonicated at 3 to 8 hours. 
(These UV-vis spectra were performed at the Coordination Chemistry Group, Institute of 
Chemistry, Chemnitz University of Technology by Dr. Maik Schlesinger). 
The obtained solutions were kept for decanting (~ 2 weeks). The solutions obtained 
this way were stable for several months as it revealed the polymorph adsorption structures 
of TMA obtained from them in a reproducible manner. From this clear solution, 10µL was 
applied on HOPG (0001) surface and in-situ investigated using the ambient STM. 
Results and discussion 
Figure 4.2.3 shows STM constant-height images of different polymorphs obtained 
after different sonication times of TMA in octanoic acid deposited on the HOPG substrate. At 
low sonication times (0 to 2 hours) clearly a typical chicken-wire structure is formed as 
depicted in Figure 4.2.3a. Three domains are also visible which are rotated with respect to 
each other by ± 2π/3. This can be explained by the six fold symmetry of the substrate 
surface. Nevertheless - all three domains show exactly the same structure with the same 
orientation. The boundaries appear due to the prohibited merging of growth islands. Actually, 
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the domain in the lower left seems not to fit with the same orientation. In this case, a domain 
boundary on the substrate surface might be responsible. The distance dc-c, (double-headed 
arrows in Figure 4.2.3) is defined as the lattice parameter (distance between the centers of 
adjacent cavities) of the porous structure.  
As the sonication time increases (between 2 to 4 hours) all the cavities of the 
chicken-wire structure are occupied. This structure is called filled chicken-wire and is 
depicted in Figure 4.2.3b. Though there is one additional molecule filled within the cavity in 
the filled chicken wire structure, dc-c remains the same as for the chicken wire structure. 
Including molecules in the cavities yields a packing density of 1.07 molecules/nm2 which is 
much higher than for the chicken-wire structure (0.71 molecules/nm2). 
 
Figure 4.2.3. STM constant- height images of different polymorphs of TMA molecules 
deposited from octanoic acid observed at different sonication time between 0 … 7 hours. (a) 
chicken-wire structure (It = 1.2 nA, U = 1.4 V), (b) filled chicken-wire structure (It = 1.1 nA; U 
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= 1.5 V), hexagon marks six molecules forming a mesh unit in the network, inset is a 
tentative model. (c) flower structure (It = 1.1 nA; U = 1.5 V), (d) filled flower structure (It = 1.3 
nA; U = 1.5 V), inset shows the tentative model. The double-headed arrows (dc-c) depict the 
lattice parameters of individual structures. TMA molecules within the cavities appear with 
intensities different from the surrounding molecules and in addition certain defects (indicated 
by blue circles) and empty cavities (indicated by green circles) can be observed. The 
sonication time window at which different structures are obtained is also indicated in the 
figure.  
It was shown in a previous study that chicken-wire structure may act as a template 
for TMA itself since the size of one molecule fairly fits the cavity size.[54] The guest TMA 
molecule in the cavity possesses six possible adsorption sites, as revealed by the symmetry 
of the structure. Therefore the guest TMA molecules have been observed in rather 
metastable conformations within the cavity. However, the formation of host-guest complexes 
of TMA in chicken-wire was showed occasionally and not at every pores.[54] The filled 
chicken-wire structure observed in our experiment is rather reproducible and the guest 
molecules are present in all cavities. However, the molecules within the cavities are 
appearing rather faint compared to the TMA molecules in the hexagonal network (marked 
with hexagon in Figure 4.2.3b). This is due to the fact that the guest molecules possess six 
adsorption sites and the STM contrast of the guest TMA is time averaged.  
Flower structure which possesses higher packing density is observed from solutions 
sonicated for longer time (4 to 5 hours, Figure 4.2.3c). This is surprising since Lackinger et 
al.[30] predicted that the formation of flower structure is unfavorable in octanoic acid and it 
should be expected only for  shorter-chain length alkanoic acids. The packing density of the 
flower structure is 1.1 molecules/nm2, which is roughly the same as filled chicken-wire 
structures but possess a larger dc-c (2.5 nm). Further sonication of TMA in octanoic acid for 5 
to 7 hours shows that single TMA molecules are filled within the cavities (hexagonal pores) 
of the flower structure. This structure is formed again through the host-guest mechanism as 
discussed before for the filled chicken-wire structure. The corresponding STM image is 
shown in Figure 4.2.3d and the inset is the corresponding structural model. The packing 
density of this structure is higher than that of the flower structure and the other observed 
structures till now here, it reaches 1.29 molecules/nm2, however, the center-to-center 
distance between the cavities remains the same as for the flower structure (dc-c = 2.5 nm). 
As reported before each hexagonal pore of TMA network structures fairly well fits the size of 
one TMA molecule.[54] Therefore it is not surprising that dc-c remains unchanged in filled 
flower and chicken-wire structures with host TMA molecules occupied inside the pores. 
Additionally, the TMA solutions prepared from still higher sonication time (> 7 hours) show a 
novel structure (Figure 4.2.4b), which has never been observed before.  This structure is 
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named dodeca-rim structure (based on 12 TMA molecules forming the rim of the ring). This 
structure has been observed at several occasions originating from a rearrangement of the 
filled flower structure as shown in Figure 4.2.4a. The black dashed lines indicate different 
domains of the rearrangement. The packing density of the dodeca-rim structure is 1.33 
molecules/nm2, which is the highest of all observed polymorphs of TMA in our experiments. 
It has to be noticed that the filled flower structure at appearing higher sonication time (> 7 
hours) and from which dodeca-rim structure is formed (Figure 4.2.4a). The dc-c of this 
structure is slightly larger (2.8 nm) compared to that of the filled flower structure observed at 
lower sonication time (~ 5 hours, dc-c = 2.5 nm). As shown before one TMA molecule in the 
cavity induces no difference in dc-c. This indicates the observed slightly higher dc-c (2.8 nm) is 
most likely due to more than one TMA molecules located already in the cavity of this flower 
structure. However, these very likely instable bound molecules in the cavities are hard to 
discern within the STM images.   
The dodeca-rim structure consists of rings of twelve TMA molecules and a TMA 
trimer inside as shown schematically in the inset of Figure 4.2.4.  
 
Figure 4.2.4. STM constant–height image (It = 1.5 nA, U = 1.4 V) of rearrangement of filled 
flower structure to dodeca-rim structure of TMA in octanoic acid after a sonication time 
above 7 hours (a) and dodeca-rim structure (b). In (a) the upper part (blue arrow on the right 
margin) depicts the filled flower structure whereas the lower one (red arrow on the right 
margin) is the dodeca-rim structure. The intermediate region (black arrow on the right 
margin) shows the rearrangement where a fuzzy transition structure is observed. The 
direction of black and red arrows within the images indicates the scan direction. Inset of (b) 
is a tentative model for the dodeca-rim structure. 
The distance between adjacent ring centers is 2.8 nm. This periodicity is large 
compared to that of both chicken-wire (dc-c = 1.8 nm) and flower (dc-c = 2.5 nm) structures. It 
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is to be noted that compared to chicken-wire and flower structure, doceca-rim structure is 
rather unstable as it is revealed by the fuzzy contrast of individual bright spots within the 
layer. Each bright spot is assigned to one TMA molecule and thus one arrives at a tentative 
model as proposed in the inset of Figure 4.2.4b. The model suggests that the outer ring 
consists of 6 pairs of TMA molecules which are linked by closed hydrogen bonds (red oval) 
and by weaker open hydrogen bonds (white ovals) between adjacent pairs. Open hydrogen 
bonded dimers are defined as dimers which possess free hydrogen bond valencies. 
Consequently, this structure consists of more open hydrogen bonds than the chicken-wire 
(no “open” bonds) and flower structures. Therefore the stability of dodeca-rim structure is 
expected to be lower compared to other structures. It might also be possible that the open 
dimer (white oval) in the rings and the trimer in the center are stabilized by invisible solvent 
molecules. The details of different structures observed at different sonication time together 
with geometric models are listed in Table 4.2.1. 
Table 4.2.1. Different adsorption structures of TMA at octanoic acid/graphite interface.   
Sonication 
time 
Structure dc-c(nm) 
Packing density 
(molecules/nm2) 
STM image 
(8 x 8 nm2) 
Structural 
model 
0 … 2 h. Chicken-wire 1.8  0.71 
  
2 … 4 h. 
 
Filled 
chicken-wire 
1.8  
 
1.07  
 
  
4 …5 h. Flower 2.5 1.1 
  
 
5 … 7 h. 
 
 
Filled flower* 
 
2.5 1.29 
 
 
> 7 h. 
Dodeca-rim  
structure 
 
2.8 
 
1.33 
  
* Above 7 hours sonication dc-c of filled flower structure is increased to 2.8 nm 
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To explain the scenario one can easily correlate the concentration of the TMA 
molecules in the solutions and the physical process associated with sonication. As already 
discussed in Section II.6 due to sonication the internal interactions within the solvent 
molecules weaken and favorable configurations emerge for solute molecules to interact with 
those of the solvent. As a consequence the concentration of solute may increase with 
sonication time. In addition, as discussed also in the Section II.6 the mechanical energy of 
the sound is converted into heat during prolonged sonication. The heat generated during 
sonication within the liquid enables the breaking of inter-molecular cohesive interactions 
(endothermic) in both TMA and acid solvents, which further enhances the concentration of 
TMA. The solutions obtained after different sonication time have been stable over several 
months (proved by the same polymorphs always deposited from them indicating the 
unchanged concentration of the solute).  
To understand different types of structures deposited out of solution after different 
sonication times, UV-vis adsorption spectroscopy of the solution has been performed with 
the aim to determine quantitatively the concentration of the solute molecules. By 
characterizing TMA solved in octanoic acid with known concentration using UV-vis 
spectroscopy the concentration after different sonication time has been evaluated. Figure 
4.2.5 shows a plot of concentration as a function of sonication time as well as the packing 
density of different structures obtained from this solution at corresponding sonication time.  
 
Figure 4.2.5. Concentration as a function of sonication time. A reference solution with known 
concentration is compared with the optical density of solutions (UV-vis absorption at  = 296 
nm) at different sonication time to obtain their concentration. The bar diagram shows 
different structures obtained at different sonication time range and their packing density. 
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It is obviously seen that the concentration increases by a factor of ~1.4 compared to 
a non-sonicated solution after 8 hours sonication time. The concentration likely saturates as 
the time of sonication exceeds 6 hours. From this example one can expect that by sonication 
the concentration of molecules within the solution can be increased till to some saturation 
value. The UV-vis spectra used for the evaluation of the concentration of solutions with 
different sonication time is provided in Figure 4.2.2.  
Though TMA dissolves in all fatty acids, its solubility (concentration) decreases with 
increasing aliphatic chain length.[30] TMA has three carboxylic acid groups (–COOH) each of 
them can act as both hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor at the same time. Fatty acid 
consists of a non-polar aliphatic tail group (CH3(CH2)n–) and a polar head group (–COOH).  
The molecular dipole moments align fatty acids with either head-to-head (COOH groups 
interact with each other) or tail-to-tail orientation in the solvent.[160] For increasing length of 
the tail group of fatty acid the solubility of TMA decreases due to the fact that the polar 
nature of molecule effectively decreases. Though it is expected that octanoic acid and TMA 
interact via –COOH groups, the long tail groups of octanoic acid hinder the interaction and 
therefore the solubility of TMA molecule is only moderate. As discussed above during 
sonication the head-to-head interactions of solvent molecules get weakened and the solvent 
molecules become more and more individual, which considerably increases the 
concentration of TMA in octanoic acid.  
As shown above the molecular concentration increases with sonication time and the 
packing densities of structures deposited from solutions after longer sonication time 
increases as well. The packing densities of different structures observed after different 
sonication times are depicted by using a bar diagram in Figure 4.2.5. The packing densities 
observed clearly correlate with the sonication time. It is likely that when a freshly prepared 
surface is exposed to the solution the solute molecules (TMA) are forced towards an 
equilibrium configuration at the interface. In other words, one can assume that the structure 
formation in this system is possible by entropy export to the environment since lowering of 
molecular concentration in the solvent due to adsorption of molecules at the surface enables 
the solution to reach its equilibrium via an exothermic process. The energy intruded into the 
solution during sonication is used to “break the short-range order” in it; As the sonication 
time increases more and more solute molecules are available in the solution and may 
become involved in the formation of the adsorbate structure at the interface. Therefore the 
structures formed at higher sonication time are more densely packed patterns compared to 
those formed at lower sonication time, in accordance with the experiments.  
The still not yet reached equilibrium between TMA solved in the octanoic acid and 
TMA adsorbed on the interface might be the driving force for the rearrangement of filled 
flower structure to the dodeca-rim structure during the scanning with the STM tip. The 
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relatively unstable adsorbate structure together with the quite large amount of molecules in 
the solution may force a rearrangement of the adsorbate structure to a much higher packing 
density which accommodates finally more molecules at the interface. The energy transfer 
from the scanning tip to the surface region might help to overcome a possible energy barrier 
hindering the spontaneous formation of the new structure.  
IV.2.2. TMA in heptanoic and nonanoic acids at different sonication time  
The scenario of sonciation time controlled polymorphism has been proven also for 
TMA solved in heptanoic acid having aliphatic chain containing one carbon atom less than 
octanoic acid (Table 4.2.2) and for nonanoic acid having one carbon atom more than 
octanoic acid (Table 4.2.3). As known from the literature[30] TMA forms both chicken-wire 
and flower structures in heptanoic acid and only chicken-wire in nonanoic acid. These results 
are clearly reproduced with corresponding solutions at low sonication time.  However, when 
sonication time increases TMA forms filled flower and dodeca-rim structure in heptanoic acid 
and filled chicken-wire structure of TMA in nonanoic acid. 
Table 4.2.2. Different adsorption structures of TMA at heptanoic acid/graphite interface. 
Sonication 
time 
Name of 
Structure 
dc-c 
(nm)  
Packing density 
(molecules/nm2) 
STM images 
(10x10nm2) 
Geometric 
models 
 
0 – 2 h. 
 
 
Flower 
 
 
2.5 
 
1.1 
 
 
3 -10 h. 
Filled 
flower* 
 
2.5  
 
1.29  
 
 
Dodeca-rim 
structure 
2.8 
 
1.33 
 
  
* Above 4 hours sonication dc-c of filled flower structure is increased to 2.8 nm 
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Table 4.2.3 Different adsorption structures of TMA at nonanoic acid/graphite interface 
Sonication 
time 
Name of  
Structure 
dc-c 
(nm)  
Packing density 
(molecules/nm2) 
STM images 
(10x10nm2) 
Geometric 
models 
 
0 – 2 h. 
 
 
Chicken- 
wire 
 
1.8 
 
 
0.8 
  
 
 
3 – 12 h. 
 
Filled 
chicken- 
wire 
 
1.8 
 
1.09 
 
 
 
 This clearly indicates that higher packing density structures are formed also in 
heptanoic and nonanoic acid as a consequence of the increasing concentration of TMA. As 
shown by Lackinger et al.[30] the solubility of TMA decreases in the order heptanoic acid > 
octanoic acid > nonanoic acid and it has been shown that the high packing density 
structures also follow the same order: heptanoic acid > octanoic acid > nonanoic acid. 
Analysis of the structures of TMA self-assembled from heptanoic acid (one carbon atom less 
than in octanoic acid) shows that TMA forms flower, filled flower and dodeca-rim structures, 
and from nonanic acid (one carbon more than octanoic acid) TMA forms only chicken-wire 
and filled chicken-wire structures. This indicates that by increasing the TMA concentration 
the polymorphic boundary between the chicken wire and flower structure of TMA in alkanoic 
acids is not at heptanoic acid as observed before [30] instead it is at octanoic acid.  
Summary 
By tuning the concentration of TMA in alkanoic acid solutions by increasing 
sonication time high-density structures like filled chicken-wire, flower, filled flower and 
dodeca-rim (a structure which was never observed before[30]) etc. are formed  though only 
the low-density chicken-wire structures is to be  expected in this solvent. A direct relation 
between the packing density of different structures and concentration of TMA in the solution 
is established. Their packing density increases as a function of concentration of TMA within 
the solvent. The previously found adsorbate structures in literature [30] correspond to a 
relatively low concentration of TMA in the solutions. A more complete set of adsorbate 
structures has been shown in the experiments presented here for a larger range of 
concentrations. Our studies add an important element of extension to the previous results by 
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Lackinger et al.[30] concerning the role of the chain length of alkanoic acid on the 
formation of molecular porous network structures of TMA. Moreover this opens the 
possibility to tune the polymorphism by only one additional control parameter, the 
concentration. 
IV.3. TMA dissolved in strong polar alkanoic alcohol solvents  
TMA dissolved in alkanoic alcohol solvents containing the OH functional groups 
leads to linear patterns containing co-adsorbed aliphatic alcohol and TMA molecules on 
graphite (HOPG).[88-90] In detail the linear pattern contains alternating alcohol lamella and 
TMA dimer-tapes. Each alcohol molecule interacts with a TMA dimer via hydrogen bonding 
forming between the OH and COOH functional groups of alcohol and TMA molecules, 
respectively. In addition the structure of these patterns also depends on the parity (the even 
or odd number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain) of the alcohol solvents, leading the so 
called odd-even effect.[89] The difference between odd and even alcohols is that in the odd 
alcohol (the alcohol molecule with odd number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain) the two 
end groups (-CH3 and OH groups) are pointing in opposite direction while in the even alcohol 
(even number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain) the end groups are in the same direction 
(black arrows in Figure 4.3.1a). In the linear pattern structure the zig-zag plane (the plane 
containing the zigzag carbon backbone) of an even alcohol lies parallel on HOPG surface 
(Figure 4.3.1a) to maximize the van der Waals interactions between the aromatic hydrogen 
atoms of TMA and the terminal CH3 group of the alkyl chain. However, this adsorption 
geometry is not favorable for the odd alcohols. The alkyl chain of odd alcohol lies 
orthogonally to the substrate plane (Figure 4.3.1b).[89] An efficient packing in odd alcohol is 
achieved by a staggered structure with each “up” H atom (the H atom in the CH3 terminal 
group) next to a “down” H atom (the H atom in the OH group) in adjacent chains.[88-90]  In 
addition the odd alcohol molecule’s axis is nearly perpendicular (86o) to the axis of TMA-
dimer-tapes and whereas it is around 64o in the even alcohols in the linear pattern 
structure.[89] 
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Figure 4.3.1 (a) Ball and stick models of decanol and 
undecanol molecules. Their zig-zag plane is parallell to 
the plane of graphite substrate (assuming substrate lies 
along the plane of the paper). 
 
 
1- undecanol 
 
Figure 4.3.1 (b) Ball and stick 
model of undecanol with the 
zig-zag plane orthogonal to 
graphite substrate (assuming 
substrate lies along the plane 
of the paper).  
 
In this section the self-assembly of TMA molecules dissolved in alcoholic solvents, an 
odd alcohol (undecanol, C11H23OH) and an even alcohol (decanol, C10H21OH), is discussed. 
By adjusting the concentration via sonication time, we show that the geometry of adsorption 
of TMA and alcohol molecules as well as their packing density can be controlled. 
IV.3.1. Linear pattern (LP) from non-sonicated solutions of TMA - undecanol  
When deposited on a HOPG(0001) substrate undecanol and TMA are interacting 
non-covalently via hydrogen bonding and form the observed linear pattern. The pattern 
consists of lamellae of undecanol and TMA dimer-tapes as reported before.[89] For further 
discussion we call this structure LP0, where 0 indicates zero sonication time. The pattern 
consists of undecanol lamella (blue lines in Figure. 4.3.2a) hydrogen bonded with TMA 
dimer-tapes (pairs of full and dashed circles in Figure. 4.3.2a). A magnified section of the 
linear pattern is shown in Figure. 4.3.2b. A TMA dimer-tape consists of a double-row of TMA 
molecules, in which two adjacent TMA molecules (pairs of full and dashed circles) are 
interacting with each other via typical donor-acceptor double hydrogen bonds as shown 
before.[89] The TMA dimers are parallel to each other within the dimer tape and nearly 
perpendicular to the short side of the unit cell  (depicted by  ~ 82° in Figure. 4.3.2b). The 
unit cell is depicted by a parallelogram with A (~ 35 Å) and B (~ 10 Å) as unit cell 
parameters. θ (~ 84°) is the angle between the unit cell vectors (A

,B

) and β (~ 6°) 
describes the relative orientation of undecanol alkyl chain with respect to the long side of the 
unit cell (A

). This is in agreement with the literature.[89] The adsorption geometry of TMA 
and undecanol within the adlayer may be compared with Dreiding force field optimized 
structure (based on an initial geometry from experiments) of linear pattern (Figure. 4.3.2c). 
The details about the simulations are given in the Appendix. The adsorption geometry of 
TMA, the standard dimer hydrogen-bonding motifs of carboxyl groups between TMA and 
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their interaction with undecanol are discernible. The orientation of zig-zag plane of alkyl 
chain of undecanol is assumed to be perpendicular to the surface according to Nath et 
al.[88,89] The geometric parameters obtained from the simulations fit fairly well with the 
experiments except for β. It has been shown before that alkyl chains are organizing on 
HOPG in a zig-zag manner at well-defined sites.[152,161] Therefore the difference in β 
observed between simulation and experiments is attributed to the exclusion of the substrate 
in the simulations. However, the model treats intermolecular interactions within the adlayer 
quite reasonable as revealed by the resemblance of the TMA dimer and undecanol lamella 
with the experiment. 
 
 
Figure 4.3.2 (a) STM constant height image (U = 1.2 V, It = 1 nA) of TMA-undecanol linear 
pattern structure (LP0) formed on HOPG from solution without any sonication. Linear pattern 
consists of alternating TMA dimer-tapes (dash and full circle pairs) between lamellas of 1-
undecanol (blue lines). The TMA dimers are parallel to each other within the tape. (b) A 
magnified section of linear pattern; unit cell (parallelogram) contains two TMA and two 
undecanol molecules; A, B are defined as unit cell parameters and  denotes the angle 
between them. β depicts the angle between molecular chain axis of undecanol and long axis 
of the unit-cell. (c) Dreiding force field optimized structure (based on an initial geometry from 
experiments) of linear pattern LP0. 
To investigate the influence of concentration on the LP structure we increased the 
concentration of TMA in the TMA/undecanol mixture by sonicating it for several hours (see 
Chapter III for details). Concentrations of TMA in these sonicated solutions were then 
detected by UV-vis spectroscopy. The intensity of a particular absorption maximum is 
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tracked mixtures sonicated for different time and compared to a reference solution of known 
concentration. Figure 4.3.3a shows UV-vis absorption spectra of such solutions, and Figure 
4.3.3b shows the corresponding concentrations obtained by comparing the absorption 
maxima to the reference solution. The longer the sonication time is, the higher the 
concentration of TMA achieved. 
 
a                                                               b 
Figure 4.3.3 (a) UV-vis spectra of TMA in undecanol at different sonication time. Reference 
(black curve) is a solution with known concentration (0.8mg TMA in 0.5ml undecanol 
solvent). 0 h indicates solution which is not sonicated. The dashed line indicates the main 
peak at (294-299 nm) used for calculation of the concentration of solutions sonicated for 
different time. A small shift of ~ 5 nm is observed for the main peak (294-299 nm). (b) 
Concentration () of solution shows a sudden increase upon first short sonication whereas 
further increase is slow and eventually saturation is achieved. 
IV.3.2. High density linear pattern from 2 hours sonicated solutions of TMA - 
undecanol 
The structures of the linear pattern formed from solutions sonicated for longer time 
(above 2 hours) are noticeably different from LP0.  After 2 hours of sonication TMA dimer is 
tilted steeper with respect to the axis of the TMA tape (2 ~ 62
o). This TMA dimer orientation 
was never observed before experimentally, however, predicted theoretically.[89] The 
energetics shows that the dimer with  = 90o is energetically more favorable than the one 
with  = 60o.[89]  
The unit cell of the LP2 pattern (obtained from 2 hours sonicated solution) is depicted 
using a parallelogram in Figure 4.3.4a,b. The corresponding unit cell parameter, A2 = 34 Å, 
is shorter than that of LP0 which is found without sonication (A = 35 Å). The angle θ2 
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between unit cell vectors 2A

, 2B

) of LP2 remains nearly the same (83°) as for LP0. 
However, the relative orientation of the TMA dimer with respect to the vertical side (B

) of 
unit cell is clearly different (2 ~ 62
o) from that in LP0 ( ~ 84°). Additionally the undecanol 
molecule’s axis is tilted steeper (2 ~ 37°) with respect to the unit cell 2A

.  The observed LP2 
is surprisingly different from what is reported by Nath et al. for an odd alcohol.[88, 89] In 
addition as revealed in STM the zig-zag plane of the alkyl chain is parallel to the substrate 
surface, which was predicted only for even alcohols. [89] 
 
Figure 4.3.4. Linear pattern of TMA in undecanol obtained from a solution sonicated for 2 
hours (LP2), (U = 1.2 V, It = 1 nA). β2 indicates the angle of the undecanol chain axis with 
respect to the long side of the unit cell within the undecanol lamella. In the white oval is 
visible the zig-zag shape of an undecanol moleule adsorbed with its zig-zag plane (plane 
containing the zig-zag carbon backbone) parallel to the graphite substrate. With this 
adsorption geometry every second methylene group of the alkyl chain can be discerned.   
 A comparison of energetics from force field calculations (see Appendix) shows that 
the structure corresponding to LP0 is energetically more favorable than LP2. This is in 
agreement with a previous report, where theoretical calculations showed that the TMA dimer 
orientation as in LP0 is energetically more favorable than that in LP2.[89] That is, the most 
favorable structure expected for TMA from undecanol is LP0 without any external triggers. 
Upon sonication the concentration of TMA increases and to accommodate more molecules 
at the interface a high density structure is formed. In other words, while LP0 is energetically 
controlled, LP2 is kinetically controlled. UV-vis studies have further provided a direct 
correlation of sonication time and concentration (Figure 4.3.3). That is, energetically more 
unfavorable structure (LP2) is only triggered by an external control parameter, the 
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concentration. A similar effect also has been observed for TMA, where high packing-density 
structures are formed only at its high concentration in phenyloctane[48] and alkanoic acids[49] 
solvents (see Sections IV.1 and IV.2). 
IV.3.3. LP and ester formations from solutions of TMA in undecanol sonicated over 
extended time (4, 6, and 8 hours) 
 When sonication time increases from 2 hours to 4 hours, the linear pattern resembles 
quite the same of the LP0 except for the orientation of the undecanol chain with respect to 
the TMA dimer (β4 ~ 33°). The parallelogram in the STM image (Figure 4.3.5a) marks the 
unit cell and geometrical model is shown in Figure 4.3.5b). 
 
Figure 4.3.5 (a) STM constant height image (U = 1.2 V, It = 1 nA) of linear pattern after 4 
hours sonication (LP4). Blue lines indicate the orientation of undecanol chain with respect to 
the long side of the unit cell within the undecanol lamella. (b) Force field optimized geometry 
of the linear pattern (LP4). Solid circles indicate TMA molecules at the corners of unit cell 
and the dashed circle indicates the second TMA molecule belonging to the dimer pair on the 
upper left corner of the unit cell.  
However, the unit cell distances A6, A8 from solutions sonicated for 6 and 8 hours 
increase to ~ 36 Å and ~ 39 Å, respectively. In these LP structures (LP6 and LP8) the 
orientation of the axis of undecanol molecule is less steep than that in LP2 and LP4 as 
shown in the Figure 4.3.6. 
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Figure 4.3.6. STM constant current image (U = 1.2 V, It = 1 nA) of linear pattern after 6 
hours sonication (a and b) and 8 hours sonication (c), respectively. (d) shows the result of 
force filed calculations to simulate of structures. They have both the same adsorption 
geometry with the undecanol molecules’ zig-zag plane adsorbed orthogonally to graphite 
substrate plane and their alkyl chain axes nearly perpendicular to the TMA tapes as already 
seen in the LP0 structure, however, the unit cell distances A6 ~ 36 Å; A8 ~ 39 Å are both 
longer than that of the LP0 (A~ 35 Å).  
 The geometrical parameters as well as the molecular packing density (the packing 
density of the TMA as well as undecanol molecules) of the different LP structures obtained 
from solutions sonicated for different time are summarized in Table 4.3.1. 
Sonication 
time 
0 h 2 h 4 h 6 h 8 h 
L.P0 L.P2 L.P4 L.P6 L.P8 
A(Å)* 35 34 34 36 39 
B(Å)* 10 10 10 10 10 
θ(o)** 84 83 80 86 85 
β(o)** 6 37 33 7 6 
(o)** 82 62 84 86 86 
P.D  0.58 0.61 0.60 0.55 0.47 
L.P: linear pattern structure, *distances have an error margin of ±1 Å, **angles have an error margin 
of ±2°, P.D.: packing density (molecules/nm
2
)  
Table 4.3.1. Summary of geometrical parameters A, B, , ,  and packing density of TMA 
as well as undecanol molecules in the linear pattern structures are induced by sonication 
time (except the LP0 pattern). 
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IV.3.4. Monoester at HOPG substrate-undecanol interface 
In the following section the formation of TMA-undecyl monoesters during the self-
assembly of undecanol and TMA from their solution is described. As shown in the previous 
section the mixture of TMA and undecanol forms LP from sonicated and unsonicated 
solutions as well. Here in this section for solutions sonicated longer than 4 hours a 
monoester is observed to form at the interface. 
Esterification is a chemical reaction which finds application in several areas like 
biology (synthesis of drug molecules), food industry (artificial flavors and fragrances), textile 
(polyester) etc.[162] The most common route of esterification is starting from a carboxylic acid 
and an alcohol in the presence of a dehydrating agent.[163] The reaction is typically slow and 
highly reversible without a catalyst. Dehydrating agents like sulphuric acid or sulphonic 
acid[162], the chemicals like dicyclohexylcarbodiimide[164], triphenylphosphine and 
azodicarboxylate[165] are used in mild conditions for esterification from organic acids. Though 
an ester formation could be expected when mixing an alcohol and an acid, no in situ ester 
formation has been reported on surfaces yet.[89]  However, metal complexation reactions 
and polymerization have been shown to initialize at solid-liquid interface.[69,166]. 
Electrochemical reactions on reactive surface offer a control of chemical reactions at solid-
liquid interface.[167] The photochemical dimerization of cinnamate derivatives has been 
reported at the solid-liquid interface.[168] Initial efforts have been made to form chemical 
reactions and thereby the covalently stabilized adlayer at the surface-UHV interface.[169-170] 
However, the size of covalently linked domains is limited in UHV due to low diffusion of 
components forming the adlayer. This problem may be easily circumvented at the solid-liquid 
interface due to higher dynamics of reactants in solution and where defects are repaired 
simultaneously.  
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Figure 4.3.7. STM constant height images of monoester type I (a), monoester type II (c) 
obtained from TMA-undecanol solution sonicated for 4 hours. The parallelograms in STM 
images depict the unit cells, and A, B are the corresponding unit cell parameters. Blue lines 
indicate the orientation of the alkyl chains of the ester molecules (figure a, b) with respect to 
the long axis of the unit cell. Force field optimized geometry of monoesters with different 
orientation of TMA part with respect to each other (figure b, d). In the models solid circles 
indicate the molecules in the unit cell (parallelogram) and dashed circles are the TMA dimer 
partners.    
Additional to LP4 two close packed structures are observed for solutions sonicated 
longer than 4 hours (Figures 4.3.7a,c). The significant difference of this structure compared 
to the LP4 structure is considerable a shorter length of A (~ 12-18 % reduction). The 
geometrical parameters corresponding to these structures are listed in Table 4.3.2. The 
optimized linear pattern structure corresponding to the LP0 (Figure 4.3.2c) shows that within 
the linear pattern structure (LP) a still closer packing is not possible. Closer packing is 
hindered by steric repulsion between methyl end groups of the undecanol molecule and the 
hydrogen atoms of H-C- bonds of the TMA molecule. Closer packing becomes only possible 
via reorganization of the TMA dimers with respect to the undecanol lamella as seen in the 
LP2 structure. An additional opportunity for still closer packing would be a gauche isomer of 
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the undecanol molecule oriented parallel to the surface. However, the undecanol molecules 
are observed as linear entities in STM images (oval in Figure 4.3.4a), which is consistent 
with a zig-zag geometry only. That is, the decrease in A could only be explained by a 
chemical reaction which has been occurred  between TMA and undecanol molecules at the 
interface. As shown in Scheme 4.3.1 the formation of a monoester from a TMA-undecanol 
dimer would significantly reduce A since dester is 40% shorter than ddimer. That is an ester 
formation may bring the molecules at the interface closer together compared to the dimers in 
the LP structures. The geometrical pattern of the ester in our case resembles the adsorption 
structure of hexadecyl ester adsorbed on Au(111) surface.[91] There are two different ester 
patterns visible on the surface which are slightly different in their lattice parameter A, and 
significantly differ for the relative orientation of undecyl lamella (β) with respect to the long 
side of the unit cell. We call the ester at interface with A ~ 31 Å as Ester4-type I and with A ~ 
28 Å as Ester4-type II in the following sections (Ester4 is named for the ester formation 
obtained from 4 hours sonicated solution). Dreiding optimized geometries of these esters 
based on the experimental appearances are shown in Figures 4.3.7b,d. The adsorption 
geometry of type I and type II esters (except β) is comparable with the experiments and their 
orientation arrangement resemble LP0 and LP2, respectively. This could fairly well 
correspond to the original linear patterns from which each type of esters has been derived. 
Ester4-type I has lower packing density than Ester4-type II, which holds also for LP0 and 
LP2. Further geometrical details of the simulation are provided in the Appendix. 
 
Scheme 4.3.1 Proposed scheme of the ester formation from TMA and undecanol via an 
intermediate dimer. 
To understand further the ester formation at the interface we have extended the 
sonication time up to 8 hours. Table 4.3.2 shows the unit cell parameters of the 
corresponding ester structures (Ester6, Ester8) obtained from 6 hours and 8 hours 
sonicated solutions, respectively. The ester formation can be observed also after longer 
sonication times (6 hours and 8 hours). Both type I and type II esters are observed from 6 
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and 8 hours sonicated solutions. The structure of ester patterns remains nearly unchanged 
with increasing sonication time. It is to be noted that the distances between TMA dimers in 
the dimer tape of LP and the dimer of TMA head groups in ester pattern (type I and type II) 
remain the same. That is, the dimers are still intact and only their relative orientation with 
respect to the TMA tape is changing in different structures (Table 4.3.2).  
Sonication 
time 
0 h. 2 h. 4 h. 6 h. 8 h. 
No Ester No Ester Ester4# Ester6# Ester8# 
A(Å)*  X X 31(28) 32(29) 32(29) 
B(Å)* X X 10(10) 10(10) 10(10) 
θ(o)** X X 83(83) 83(88) 85(89) 
β(o)** X X 7 (27) 10(25) 5(24) 
P.D. X X 0.65 (0.71) 0.63(0.70) 0.63(0.70) 
*distances have an error margin of ±1 Å, **angles have an error margin of ±2°, # parenthesis shows 
the corresponding values for type II monoester, P.D.: packing density molecules/nm
2
  
Table 4.3.2. Summary of geometrical parameters A, B, θ, β and molecular packing density 
(P.D) of different ester patterns. 
Generally the esterification is a reversible process (Scheme 4.3.1) and the yield is 
low without dehydrating agents. To increase the yield commonly Le Chatelier's principle is 
used, that is the concentration of the one of the reactants is increased. This observation is 
supported by the molecular collision theory. The higher the corresponding molecular 
concentration is, the more the suitable collisions of molecules could take place. Successful 
are collisions which can overcome the activation energy at the moment of impact to break 
the existing bonds and to form new bonds, resulting in the reaction products. 
In the previous section (Section IV.2) it has been shown that by increasing the 
sonication time the concentration of TMA molecule in the long- chain alkanoic acid solutions 
increases. As a consequence, from higher concentrated solutions structures with higher 
packing density are formed. Similarly with increasing sonication time the concentration of 
TMA increases in undecanol (see UV-vis results in Figure 4.3.3a). NMR and UV-vis studies 
show no indication of monoester existence or formation in the bulk liquid solution (Figure 
4.3.9). That is from the solutions of higher TMA concentration, the monoester can be formed 
directly at the interface only. When correspondingly concentrated solutions are exposed to 
the freshly cleaved surface more and more TMA molecules are directed to the substrate 
surface which, increases the concentration of TMA at the interface. Further a high 
concentration of TMA at the interface disturbs the balance between dimers and esters, which 
triggers the esterification and favors the formation of monoesters.  
Our calculation for the formation energy of monoester from undecanol and TMA is, 
Eetser– (ETMA+EUndecanol-Ewater), ~ 100 meV. The Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations are employed 
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with 6-31g basis set for optimizing the geometries of TMA, undecanol and ester. The 
formation energy of the monoester is well above the thermal energy at room temperature. 
That is, the ester formation is not spontaneously possible at room temperature. This is 
consistent with our experimental observation that increased concentration of TMA drives the 
monoester formation.  
To investigate the stability of the corresponding ester at the interface we have 
studied the relative percentage of ester and linear pattern structures deu to the coadsorption 
at the interface as a function of time over days. Several areas (50 x 50 nm2) with co-existing 
ester and LP structures have been used to determine the relative percentages observed 
from day to day. Figure 4.3.8a shows a co-existence of the linear pattern and the ester 
structures obtained from 8 hours sonicated solutions 4 days after sonication. 
 
Figure 4.3.8 (a) STM constant height image showing a domain boundary between linear 
pattern LP and monoester deposited from TMA-undecanol solution sonicated to 8 hours 
after 7 days. (b) The relative percentage of ester and linear pattern as a function of time (in 
days) from 8 h sonicated solution. After continually imaging after 12 days no ester structure 
at all has been found at the interface. 
Since the difference between the lattice parameter (A) is clearly distinguishable for 
the LP and ester structures formed from 8 hours sonicated solutions, we have used them for 
sampling. Experiments were performed regularly at the same time window (10.00 A.M. to 
16.00 P.M.) on each day. The general tendency is shown in Figure 4.3.8b. Time zero 
indicates the first day in which the mixture of TMA and undecanol is freshly prepared by the 
sonication. At the beginning approximately 85% of the area consists of monoester and the 
rest is LP. The experiment has been continued and images have been acquired in intervals 
of one day. Interestingly the percentage of monoester decreases with increasing time. After 
12 days the entire surface is found to be covered with LP only. In addition the average length 
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of the lattice parameter A of the LP structures has decreased systematically with time. At 
time zero it was 39.0 Å and became reduced to 36.0 Å after 9 days, it is further reduced to 
34.0 Å after 12 days. That is the LP structure after 12 days is as similar as the LP0 structure. 
In the previous section (Section IV.2) the polymorphs driven by concentration of 
TMA in octanoic acid were observed for several months [48] (> 4 months), confirming the 
long-time stability of the solution. Unlike, the concentration driven polymorphs in the TMA-
octanoic acid mixture, the TMA-undecanol mixture shows a limiting time for the 
concentration driven products. That is sonicating TMA and alcohol mixture presumably forms 
a probably supersaturated solution, which is not stable for longer time. This is possibly due 
to stronger interaction between undecanol and TMA molecules compared to alkanoic acids. 
Sonication allows to increase the solubility of solutes in solvents via breaking the solvent-
solvent interactions.[49,113-131] These interactions are reestablished within the solvent after 
given time. That is the concentration of TMA decreases as time evolves. As the 
concentration reduces the number of TMA molecules available at the interface will be 
decreased. Thereby the reaction equilibrium of monoester is shifted backward and the 
presence of ester is reduced at the interface. 
The increase in the unit cell parameter A of the LP structures with sonication is a 
probable indication of the global percentage of the ester structure on the interface. As the 
concentration increases, the amount of TMA and undecanol molecules involved in the ester 
formation increases. Therefore globally the percentage of molecules forming the LP 
structures decreases. Thus loosely packed LP structures are formed. The loose packing is 
most likely achieved by less interdigitation of the alkyl parts of undecanol molecules with 
respect to each other. Adsorption of TMA molecules from higher concentrated solution of 
TMA in 1-undecanol shows formation of the ester structure at the solid-liquid interface. It is 
established that the mono-ester driven by the concentration without any catalyst is formed 
only at the interface.  
To confirm this point, TMA-undecanol solutions without (U-TMA-0) and 7 hours (U-
TMA-7) sonication are investigated by using H-NMR as shown in Figure 4.3.9. The mixture 
of TMA and undecanol is dissolved in CDCl3. Undecanol and ester molecules dissolve in 
CDCl3 solvent, but TMA molecules could not be dissolved in. Chemical shifts corresponding 
to the major protons of undecanol are visible in the spectrum. The chemical shifts are 
labeled by color code as used in the chemical formula. Since TMA is not dissolving in CDCl3 
the signal corresponding to aromatic protons are not visible in H-NMR spectrum. The 
sonicated mixture (U-TMA-7) shows no chemical shift in the protons of CH2 group. For an 
ester formation a chemical shift of this group from 3.59 ppm (indicated by dotted line) to 4 
ppm is expected. Additionally as the monoester is expected to dissolve in CDCl3 aromatic 
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protons (6-9 ppm) are expected. However no signal in this range is observed confirming that 
there is no ester structure formed in the solution sonicated for longer time (7 hours).  
 
Figure 4.3.9. H-NMR spectra of non-sonicated and sonicated (7 hours) mixture of TMA and 
undecanol. Typical proton signal chemical shifts are indicated by respective color. 
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IV.3.5. Linear pattern (LP) and ester formation from TMA-decanol solution 
We here show the self-assembly of TMA in 1-decanol, an even alcohol (one carbon 
atom less than 1-undecanol). This investigation is performed to understand the general 
behavior of the formation of LP and ester in aliphatic alcohols. The linear pattern of TMA and 
decanol (LP-de) on HOPG consists of decanol lamellas adsorbed in between TMA-dimer 
tapes as shown in Figure 4.3.10. This is consistent with the previous report by Nath et al..[89] 
 
Figure 4.3.10 (a) STM constant current image (It = 1.2 nA, U = 1.3 V) of the linear pattern 
(LP0_de) formed on HOPG from solution of TMA in decanol without any sonication. Linear 
pattern consists of alternating TMA dimer tapes (dash and full circle pairs in (b) between 
lamellas of decanol. The TMA dimers are parallel to each other within the tape. (b) A 
magnified section of linear pattern; unit-cell parallelogram contains two TMA and two 
decanol molecules; A, B are defined as unit cell parameters and θ embeda the angle 
between them. β depicts the angle between molecular axis of decanol and long axis of the 
unit-cell. (c) Geometrical model based on initial geometry chosen according to experiments 
of linear pattern. 
Similar to that of TMA in undecanol self-assembly of TMA in decanol at low 
sonication time shows only the linear pattern (LP). As the sonication time increases over 4 
hours the unit cell increases and one also starts to observe the ester formation. The details 
of geometry of adsorption of TMA and decanol from solutions sonicated for different time are 
shown in Table 4.3.3, which shows a similar trend as in the case of undecanol. In general 
the packing density increases till to a sonication time of 2 hours and decreases for longer 
sonication time. Different types of ester (typeI and typeII) are found to form from 4 hours 
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sonicated solutions onwards. The packing density of LP structures is decreasing as the 
sonication time increases. These observations are similar as those for the undecanol-TMA 
mixture and can be interpreted as concentration driven linear pattern and the ester formation 
being very likely common phenomena to be observed in corresponding liquid-HOPG 
patterns of solutions of TMA in all long chain aliphatic alcohols.  
Sonication 
time 
0 h. 2 h. 4 h. 6 h. 8 h. 
L.P.0 L.P.2 L.P.4 Ester4 L.P.6 Ester6# L.P.8 Ester8# 
A (Å)* 32 31 33 27 35 24(27) 37 24(27) 
B (Å)* 10 10 10 10 10 10(10) 10 10(10) 
θ(o)** 85 86  87 84 89 88(77) 86 84(77) 
P.D.  0.62 0.65 0.61 0.74 0.56 0.83(0.76) 0.54 0.83(0.76) 
L.P: linear pattern structure, *distances have an error margin of ±1 Å, **angles have an error margin 
of ±2°, # parenthesis shows the corresponding values for type II monoester, P.D.: packing density 
(molecules/nm
2
) 
Table 4.3.3. Unit cell parameters A, and B observed without and after sonication, and 
molecular packing densities in dependence on sonication time. 
Summary 
We have investigated the self-assembly of TMA in alcoholic solvents controlled by 
concentration. As observed for TMA -undecanol and TMA-decanol mixtures, details of the 
linear pattern (LP) structure formed by coadsorption of TMA and alcohol molecules at 
different sonication time show that generally at low sonication time only LP structures are 
formed. The general nature of the structure of LP remains the same for all sonication times 
except for the parameter A and relative orientation of undecanol or decanol molecular chains 
with respect to unit cell. The packing density and the adsorption geometry of both TMA 
solutes and alcohol solvents are strongly influenced by the concentration of molecules in the 
solution. The self-assembled structure of TMA molecules co-adsorbed with solvent 
molecules is thermodynamically more stable than pure TMA structure as in other reports.[89] 
TMA-alcohol patterns are governed by strong intermolecular interactions between the –OH 
group of alcohols and the carboxylic groups (–COOH) of TMA molecules. Therefore even 
with high ultrasonic treatment these structures are stable and the linear-pattern persist at the 
expense of small geometry changes.  Different types of ester (type I and type II) are found to 
form from solutions sonicated above 4 hours for both decanol and undecanol. That it can be 
interpreted as concentration driven LP and ester formation which is very likely common for 
all self-assembled patterns deposited from TMA solutions in long chain aliphatic alcohols.  
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Our experiments provide insight into the mechanism of concentration driven chemical 
reactions at the interface. Vibration spectra (IR or Raman) taken at the interface would be 
interesting and might provide further insight into the chemistry at the interface. Similar 
chemical reactions at the interface might provide possibilities to form covalently bound 
molecular adlayers which could be of special importance for supramolecular architectures. 
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CHAPTER V: SELF-ASSEMBLY OF SOLVENT MOLECULES 
INFLUENCED BY SONICATION TIME 
As discussed in Chapter IV trimesic acid (TMA) shows unexpected structures when 
deposited from solutions in alkanoic acid (heptanoic, octanoic, nonanoic) and alcoholic 
(undecanol, decanol) solvents depending on the sonication time. [48-50] By varying the 
sonication time these solutions the concentration of TMA as well as the packing density of 
the self-assembled adsorbbate structures are controlled.[48,49] This observation inspired us to 
investigate possible changes of solvent molecules in the pure liquid with sonication time, as 
well as the influence of sonication during preparation of solutions time on the self-assembly 
of these molecules at the interface. From this investigation one might get further information 
of the influence of sonication on self-assembled structures at the liquid-solid interface. In this 
chapter we study the effect of sonication time on the self-assembly of an alkanoic acid 
(octanoic acid) and an alkanoic alcohol (undecanol) liquids on their adsorbate structures at a 
graphite HOPG(0001) substrate. Both the acid and alcohol solvents have the alkyl chains of 
different number of carbon atoms and functional groups (the -COOH, -OH groups, 
respectively). Self-assembly of alkane or alkane with different functional groups have been 
investigated at ambient conditions on HOPG [171-191], but external influences (such as 
sonication) have not been studied so far up to our knowledge. 
V.1. Self-assembly of octanoic acid on HOPG controlled by sonication time 
As discussed in Chapter III, alkanoic acids (CnH2n+1COOH) are characterized by a 
linear non-polar alkyl chain and a polar carboxylic head group. Strong hydrogen binding 
(head to head) along the polar head groups and weak van der Waals (tail to tail) interactions 
along the alkyl tail group are possible between two molecules. These different types of 
interactions with another molecule of the same kind make them interesting objects to study 
self-assembly. When these molecules self-assemble they form lamella structures. Within the 
lamella molecules interact with each other via hydrogen bonding on one end and via van der 
Waals interaction on the other end. For small chain lengths (n < 10) these substances are 
liquids at room temperature and their ordered adsorbate structures can be imaged directly 
by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) at the liquid-solid interface. 
In this section the self-assembly of octanoic acid (C7H15COOH) sonicated at different 
time (from 0 to 10 hours) on HOPG surface using STM at ambient conditions is discussed. 
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Figure 5.1. Ball and stick model of octanoic acid molecule. It consists of a saturated linear 
molecule with carbon atoms arranged in a zig-zag structures and a reactive carboxylic end 
group. 
V.1.1. Self-assembly of octanoic acid from 0-2 hours sonicated liquid on HOPG 
For alkane chains adsorbed on HOPG, Groszek[191] proposed a simple model of 
molecular registry as illustrated in Figure 5.2a. In this model, the planar zig-zag carbon 
skeleton of an alkane is aligned parallel to the graphite surface such that each H atom 
occupies the center of a carbon hexagon. A possible dimer interacting along the head 
groups of octanoic acid is depicted in Figure 5.2b. The top and second layers of graphite 
substrate (first layer is colored black and the second layer is light blue), which are shifted 
laterally are also shown in the model. 
 
Figure 5.2 (a) Schematic representation of Groszek’s model.[181] (b) Dimer bonding of 
octanoic acid molecules on HOPG. One of the hydrocarbon chains of the dimer has fitted on 
HOPG according to Groszek’s model (yellow arrow), whereas the other hydrocarbon chain 
(white arrow) cannot be brought into a similar arrangement due to the given hydrogen 
bonding distance between the head groups. Methylene groups are located very close to B 
type of graphite atoms in the second hydrocarbon molecule. [173] 
It is known that every methylene group in alkane molecules is located over a carbon 
hexagonal ring of HOPG.[174-176] The spacing between the carbon atoms in the alkyl chain is 
~ 2.51Å and therefore alkane is expected to form a commensurate structure with the 
underlying graphite layer (lattice periodicity of graphite is 2.46Å).[177-182] This is in accordance 
with Yang et al.[176] where the distance between  adjacent carbon atoms is ~ 2.55Å in its 
optimized gas phase structure. This adsorption geometry optimizes the interaction between 
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the adsorbed hydrocarbon molecules and the graphite substrate. This has also been 
observed theoretically and agrees well with the equilibrium geometry and electronic state of 
alkyl chain.[178] There are two possible orientations of alkyl chain with respect to the basal 
plane of graphite: alkyl chain lies with its zigzag plane parallel or orthogonal to graphite 
surface. The parallel adsorption geometry corresponds to a stronger adsorption than that of 
orthogonal one. Every methylene group in the parallel adsorption geometry interacts with the 
substrate, while only every second methylene group could have interactions with the 
substrate in the orthogonal adsorption geometry. 
Octanoic acid (C7H15COOH) is found to form parallel arrangement on HOPG from a 
non-sonicated solvent (solvent-0) in our experiments as shown in Figure 5.3. The distance 
between adjacent dimer-rows (between bright rows which are illustrated by dotted white 
lines in Figure 5.3a) is about 13 Å. The octanoic acid molecules in a dimer-row form 
hydrogen bonds with their neighbor molecules and their axis are aligned at an angle,  = 15o 
with respect to the unit cell (Bo). This arrangement owes a packing density ~ 1.25 
molecules/nm2.  
 
Figure 5.3 (a), (b) STM constant -height images (U = 1.2 V, It =1.1nA) of octanoic acid 
molecular adsorption pattern deposited from its non-sonicated bulk liquid. (c) Corresponding 
geometrical model for adsorption on graphite. Bright long contrasts correspond to molecules 
and are oriented parallel to each other as shown in the high resolution STM image (b). Ao 
and Bo are the unit cell parameters.  
A high resolution STM image is produced in the subsection, Figure 5.3b. The 
alternating contrast in STM image may be comparable to a dimer-row structure. Within the 
dimer-row each bright spot corresponds to a single octanoic acid molecule. The 
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parallelogram illustrates the unit cell of this structure. As discussed in Chapter III.4, the layer 
structure of HOPG gives rise to two nonequivalent atomic types on the substrate: A type 
(atoms with neighbors directly above and below in adjacent layers) and B type (atoms 
without such neighbors) on the surface layer of HOPG. The maximum intensity of alkane 
molecule in STM occurs when their methylene groups are close to the B-type carbon 
atoms.[34] The bright row in the high resolution STM (5.3b) consists of octanoic acid 
molecules whose methylene groups is expected to locate exactly on B-type carbon atoms of 
graphite.[34] The less bright row is the row of octanoic acid molecules with their methylene 
groups located on the B’-type carbon atoms, which are the B-type carbon atoms but they are 
located on the second layer of graphene. The supposed model of this adsorption geometry 
is shown in Figure 5.3c, where Ao, Bo are the unit cell parameters. In addition Groszek’s 
model is also taken in to account. The molecules in adjacent rows are lying in a “head to 
head” (head is the COOH group) fashion in order to form hydrogen bonding between the 
carboxylic groups (Figures 5.2b,c). The effective “head to head” interaction is achieved via 
a rotation of alkyl chain by  = 15° with respect to the long side unit cell Bo.  
V.1.2. Patterns deposited from 3 to 10 hours sonicated octanoic acid liquids 
 
Figure 5.4 (a) is the STM constant –height image of self-assembled structure of octanoic 
acid molecules on HOPG after 3-10 hours sonication of the liquid (U =1.1V, It = 1.3nA); (b) is 
a magnified section of a; c is the tentative model of octannoic acid molecules self-assembled 
on HOPG. 
 Figure 5.4a shows a typical STM constant –height image of the self-assembled 
structure of octanoic acid molecules after 3-10 hours sonication. A clear self-assembled 
pattern of octanoic acid molecules is visible. Prominent bright contrast (along the white-
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dotted lines) is running from the bottom left to the top right corner and perpendicular to it a 
faint line of weaker contrast is also visible. The high resolution image shows further details of 
the structure (Figure 5.4b) where the bright rows are depicted by using white - dotted lines. 
This brightness is identified arising due to the head groups of the molecules through which 
octanoic acid molecules interact with each other via hydrogen bonding. The faint contrast is 
due to the zig-zag alkyl chain and is accordance with the previous report.[176] In addition this 
gives a direct hint that the zig-zag plane of alkyl chains is parallel to graphite surface. The 
brightest features can therefore be assigned to the carboxyl groups. Within this geometry the 
methylene groups of adjacent molecules are interdigitating and this reduces hydrogen steric 
repulsion between them. The rectangle drawn in the model and STM images visualizes the 
unit cell, where A fairly well matches the length of one octanoic acid molecule. The angle 
between vector B

and the molecular axis of octanoic acid is  = 90o. This angle was only 15° 
for structures deposited form 0 - 2 hours sonicated octanoic acid liquids. The packing 
density, 1.48 molecules/nm2, is higher than for the structures deposited from non- sonicated 
octanoic acid liquid. The relation between packing density, angle (between the molecular 
axis and unit cell side B) in dependence on sonication time of octanoic acid solvent is shown 
in Table 5.1 
 0 - 2 hours 3 - 10 hours 
A*( Å) 14.5 13.5 
B*( Å) 10.0 10.0 
 (o) 15 90
 
P.D. 1.24 1.48 
 is angle of molecular axis with respect to unit cell side B and has an error margin of ±2°; *distances 
have an error margin of ±0.5 Å; P.D.: octanoic acid packing density (molecules/nm
2
) 
V.2. Self-assembly of undecanol on HOPG controlled by sonication time 
Structure of alcohols adsorbed on different substrates: graphite [32,109,110,178,184-192], 
MoS2
[193], Au(111)[198-199], have been studied by STM. There is a major type of alcohol 
adlayers observed on these substrates: herringbone structure with an angle (φ) of 1200 
between the axis of molecules in adjacent lamellas and parallel structure (φ = 1800) as 
illustrated in Figure 5.5. Octadecanol adsorbed on HOPG from phenyloctane solution forms 
both parallel and herring bone structures.[172] Dodecanol forms both herringbone and parallel 
structures depending on the substrate temperature.[109] Depending on the chain length of 
alkyl group of alcohols the herringbone and parallel structures could be seen.[196] The 
ordering in alcohol monolayer is mainly driven by hydrogen-bonding between –OH functional 
groups and van der Waals interactions between alkyl chains. In addition a weak adsorbate-
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substrate interaction is also influencing the pattern. These structures are generally observed 
from non-polar solution (alcohols in phenyloctane for example) [197] and from an alcohol 
mixture [190-191,198-200] or alkanoic acid and alcohol mixture [179] on graphite. On the contrary we 
show here the adsorption of undecanol molecules from its pure liquid on HOPG. 
In addition as shown in Chapter IV.3, the adsorption geometry of TMA-undecanol 
mixed pattern strikingly changes with TMA concentration controlled by sonication. Therefore 
the adsorption behavior of undecanol molecules alone on graphite has considerable interest 
to further understand the adsorption of alcoholic solvents modified by ultrasonic energy.   
 
  a         b           c 
Figure 5.5 (a) Ball and stick model of undecanol (C11H23OH) with its zig-zag plane parallel to 
the surface. Undecanol contains 11 carbon atoms arranged in a zigzag structure with a total 
length of about 15.7 Å; Schematic illustrations of herringbone (a) and parallel (b) 
arrangement of alcohol monolayer. Strong hydrogen bonds (two per molecule) between OH 
groups (illustrated by dotted lines) and the van der Waals interaction between alkyl chains 
(interdigitation) are expected to determine the molecule arrangement 
V.2.1. Undecanol on HOPG at 0- 2 hours sonication  
Non-sonicated undecanol forms a herringbone structure (φ = 120°) on HOPG as 
revealed in the high resolution STM images (Figure 5.6a). Within this geometry undecanol 
molecules in the adjacent lamellae are interacting through a pair of hydrogen bonds (-OH 
head groups). The molecules overlaid on the STM image shows its relative orientation and 
the direction of hydrogen bonds with its neighboring molecules. The width of each lamella is 
consistent with the length of an undecanol molecule and the angle with respect to the bone 
axis. The unit cell parameter Ao is 30 Å and the distance between two adjacent undecanol 
molecules (Bo) along the lamella axis is 5 Å. The angle between the axis of undecanol 
molecules in adjacent lamellae is o = 120
o. These parameters are in accordance with the 
results reported previously [199], as well as the X-ray diffraction investigation.[201] The dark 
region (dark arrow) running along the length of undecanol lamellae is attributed to alkyl tail of 
undecanol, while the bright region (white arrow) to the position of –OH groups. This 
interpretation is based on a previous report, which shows that alkyl chains in alcohol 
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monolayers on HOPG exhibit a reduced tunneling probability compared to the OH functional 
group.[34] The packing density of undecanol in this structure is 1.36 molecules/nm2.  
 
Figure 5.6 (a) Constant height STM image of a monolayer of undecanol molecules adsorbed 
on HOPG (0001) (U= 1.1V, It = 1.2nA ) from the undecanol liquid without sonication; (b) after 
2 hours of sonication. 
The pattern observed from a 2 hours sonciated undecanol liquid shows a similar 
herringbone structure (Figure 5.6b) as that from non-sonicated liquid. However, unit cell 
parameter A2 is reduced (A2 = 28 Å). As a consequence the herringbone structure formed on 
HOPG from 2 hours sonicated liquid is denser packed (1.44 molecules/nm2) compared to the 
herringbone structure observed from non-sonicated liquid. The –OH and end groups are 
marked by black and white arrows respectively. 
To obtain precise values for lattice parameters of these herringbone structures, the 
split-image (graphite and molecule image in one frame) technique was applied. This contrast 
switching is attained by rapidly lowering the sample bias from +0.6V (for imaging undecanol 
molecule) to +0.15 V (for imaging HOPG substrate) during image acquisition refer to Figure 
5.8.a. Figure 5.7b is a model based on the split STM image for undecanol on HOPG for the 
non-sonicated case. Figure 5.7c is a supposed model of undecanol structure on HOPG from 
2 hours sonicated cases. They differ mainly in the different adsorption sites of undecanol, 
which allow a close packing of adjacent lamella. 
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Figure 5.7. The split STM constant height image (a) and the corresponding model of 
undecanol from non- sonicated liquid on HOPG substrate (b). (c) a supposed model for 
undecanol on HOPG from 2 hours sonicatied liquid.  
V.2.2. Undecanol on HOPG from 4- 6 hours sonicated liquids  
It has been reported that herringbone structure is predominant for short chain length 
alcohols (octadecanol and dodecanediol) wheares longer ones (tetracosanol and 
triacontanol) adapt a parallel structure.[196] However, a phase transition from herringbone to 
parallel arrangement and vice versa has been observed for dodecanol when the surface 
temperature at the liquid-solid interface was controlled.[109] At room temperature (294 K) 
dodecanol forms herringbone structure, while at slightly elevated temperature (313 K) 
parallel ordering was observed[109]. The phase transition was also observed in X-ray studies 
of a Langmuir monolayer and solid phase of 1-alkanols.[201,202]  
Strikingly in our case undecanol shows a parallel arrangement on HOPG from 4 
hours sonicated liquid. A large area STM image (a) together with image (b) and a model (c) 
of parallel structure deposited from 4 to 6 hours sonicated liquids are shown in Figure 5.8. 
Images (a) and (b) have same resolution but show the result after different sonication time. 
The model clearly depicts the relative orientation between the molecules in adjacent 
lamellae. Spacing between the adjacent lamellae is A4 = 32 Å with φ4 being 180
o. However, 
parallel structure from 6 hours sonicated solution shows slightly larger A (A6 = 35 Å). 
Therefore the packing densities decrease from 1.25 molecules/nm2 for 4 hours sonicated 
liquid to 1.14 molecules/nm2 for 6 hours one, which is lower than that of the herringbone 
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structures. Table 5.2 shows a comparison of different geometrical parameters of different 
patterns of undecanol formed from differently sonicated liquids. 
 
Figure 5.8. Constant height STM image of a monolayer of undecanol molecules adsorbed 
on HOPG (0001) (U= 1.1V, It = 1.2nA) from the 4 hours (a) and 6 hours (b) sonicated liquids; 
lower part is the tentative model of parallel arrangement. 
Comparison of structures formed by undecanol on HOPG from differently sonicated 
liquids is summarized in Table 5.2.  
Sonication time 0 hours 2 hours 4 hours 6 hours 
A*( Å) 30 28 32 35 
B*( Å) 5 5 5 5 
θ**(o) 83 84 88 88 
φ**(o) 120 120 180 180 
P.D 1.36 1.44 1.25 1.14 
**angles (θ is angle between unit cells A and B) have an error margin of ±2°; * distances have an error 
margin of ± 0.5 Å; P.D.: undecanol packing density (molecules/nm
2
) 
The herringbone pattern of undecanol formed from its non-sonicated and 2 hours 
sonicated liquid are in accordance with previous reports.[199] As the sonication time increases 
(from 4 up to 6 hours sonicated liquid) a decrease in the packing density of the patterns is 
observed. This indicates a decrease in the number of molecules available at the liquid- solid 
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interface for longer sonicated liquids. This is surprising since the pure liquid cannot change 
the molecular concentration. Therefore the most likely cause is different type of dimers or 
molecular aggregates available in the liquid, which initiate the patterns at interface. There 
are two possible mechanisms for the formation different patterns from differently sonicated 
liquids:  
a) It is know that there are strong head-to-head interactions between adjacent 
alcohol molecules. That is in the liquid dimers as basic possible units are readily available. 
Upon exposing the liquid to clean HOPG surface the dimers self-assemble on it. As the 
number of dimers available on the surface is high (may be even 100 %) a high density 
pattern is formed (herringbone pattern). We have performed force field calculation to 
understand the energy of these patterns. In the result, the herringbone pattern came out to 
be energetically less favorable than parallel structure. That is the herringbone pattern is 
formed by a kinetic control. Sonication is known to decrease intermolecular interaction within 
liquids [115], which presumably decreases the amount of dimers available in the undecanol 
liquid. The now readily available single molecules within the liquid assemble on surface into 
parallel pattern, which is energetically more favorable. 
b) The energy that is given to a liquid during sonication is known to decrease 
intermolecular interaction.[115]  During sonication the existence of small impurity particles, or 
gas bubbles enables the creation of the larger bubbles. This process effectively weakens the 
intermolecular interaction. In the consequence, there are presumably changes in the type of 
dimers available in the liquid. It might be that just various kinds of dimers (or more general 
molecular aggregates) available in non-sonicated and sonicated liquid may also be the origin 
of observed different patterns. 
 In summary the results in this section show that by adjusting the sonication time, the 
liquid molecules form different patterns at solid-liquid interface. The results are rather 
surprising and further studies are under progress. However, these initial results show that 
this study may guide further understanding about the structure of liquid in the bulk and on 
surface and the effect of sonication on these structures. 
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CHAPTER VI: SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
This thesis focuses on the effects of solute concentration and polarity of solvents on 
the self-assembled molecular pattern deposited at the liquid-solid interface. These 
parameters may become vital parameters in controlling self-assembled structure formation 
of molecules at liquid-solid interfaces even in a more general scope. We have compared 
polymorphs of trimesic acid (TMA) obtained from different solvents as well as different 
concentrations at liquid-graphite interfaces. Solvents with different polarity like phenyloctane, 
fatty acids and fatty alcohols are used for this purpose here. 
At first the polarity of solvents used in the study is discussed. By analyzing the 
Mulliken charge of a bond we understand the charge transfer between the corresponding 
atoms due to their different electronegativity. When the electronegativity difference increases 
a functional group becomes more polar. We did define a net polarity for functional groups (–
COOH, –OH) and aliphatic or aromatic groups of solvents based on the Mulliken charges 
(calculated by B3LYP/6-311G) on the corresponding atoms forming the group.  
The following, there is compared  the self-assembled patterns of TMA deposited from 
non-sonicated solutions (TMA in different solvents: phenyloctane (PO), octanoic acid, and 
undecanol). There is a striking difference in the corresponding structures. TMA forms no 
ordered or relatively stable structure if it is deposited from a non-polar solvent 
(phenyloctane). This might have been expected since TMA (three polar –COOH groups) is 
not soluble in PO (no polar groups).  However, from non-sonicated solution of TMA in 
octanoic acid or undecanol there are deposited ordered patterns. An open pattern (chicken-
wire structure) comprising of only TMA molecules is formed from solution in octanoic acid 
whereas from solution in undecanol a mixed pattern (LP0) of TMA and undecanol molecules 
is formed. Though it is expected that TMA may interact with –COOH groups of octanoic acid 
via a pair of hydrogen bonds, no mixed patterns are observed there. We did discuss the 
observed difference in the adsorbate pattern deposited out of solutions in octanoic acid and 
undecanol, respectively. The partial charges on the carboxylic hydrogen (hydrogen donor) 
and the carbonyl oxygen (hydrogen acceptor) are comparable in both octanoic acid and 
TMA. In the solution in octanoic acid, there may exist dimers of octanoic acid-octanoic acid, 
octanoic acid-TMA and TMA-TMA. However, in a dilute solution (in the order of M) of TMA 
in octanoic acid the abundance of TMA-TMA dimers may be considerably lower compared to 
the others. TMA trimers might even be expected in these solutions, but to a still much lesser 
extent than dimers. These trimers are essential building blocks for the flower structure which 
is observed from solutions in octanoic acid after rather high sonication time. Due to 
comparable partial charges on hydrogen donors and acceptors the strength of hydrogen 
bonds should be comparable in all these dimers. Finally thermodynamic equilibrium might be 
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established between all these dimers in the solution.  Upon adsorption on surface only TMA-
TMA dimers are involved in the observed chicken-wire structure. This could be only possible 
via a transformation of octanoic acid-TMA dimers to pure TMA-TMA dimers. This exchange 
is feasible since the hydrogen bond strength is comparable for TMA-TMA and TMA-octanoic 
acid dimers. These TMA-TMA dimers are forming the open hexagonal network at the 
substrate as observed in the chicken-wire structure. Additionally the benzene ring of TMA 
possibly favors a better interaction ( -  interaction) with graphite substrate than with 
solvent molecule. In the consequence, deposition of TMA is preferred over that of solvent 
molecules on surface. On the other hand, in the case of solution of TMA in undecanol, there 
exist undecanol-TMA and TMA-TMA dimers; nevertheless their hydrogen bonding strengths 
are not comparable with each other. This is easily understood from the higher partial 
charges on the hydrogen acceptor (O) of the hydroxyl group of undecanol than that of 
octanoic acid. It might be expected in energetical terms the more favorable dimers in 
solution are TMA-undecanol than TMA-TMA. That explains why dimers of TMA-undecanol in 
the process of adsorption do not exchange undecanol by TMA molecules. Therefore upon 
adsorption the TMA-undecanol dimers are forming the mixed pattern.  
An additional argument for the formation of open structures (chicken-wire) would be a 
stabilization of cavities with solvent molecules. However, stable fixed solvent molecules have 
never been imaged within this open structure so far. Moreover open structures of TMA are 
also formed from different fatty acids with variable aliphatic chain length ranging from 3 to 8 
carbon atoms as well as in the UHV where no solvent molecules are available at all. 
  The effect of sonication was discussed next. A self-assembled pattern is observed 
from a solution of TMA in phenyloctan only after the mixture has been sonicated for about 
5h. The low solubility of TMA in PO is confirmed by UV-vis spectroscopy and upon 
sonication there is observed a substantial increase in the concentration. The packing density 
of zig-zag-dimer-chain structure we have observed for the first time (1.29 molecules/nm2) is 
the highest known so far for a flat adsorption of TMA at a solid-liquid interface. Under 
vacuum conditions a densely packed TMA (super-flower structure) has been observed on 
Au(111)[20]. In contrast to solutions in octanoic acid or undecanol no structure is formed from 
non-sonicated solutions in PO. Upon sonication the concentration increases, however the 
solution is probably not in an equilibrium state; very likely a supersaturated solution. The free 
energy of the solution is high due to energetically non-favorable interactions within the 
solvent.  Introducing a pristine graphite substrate, the newly created interface offers a 
possibility to reduce the free energy. Compared to the “uncongenial” environment in the 
solution, adsorption of TMA on the substrate surface decreases the systems free energy 
(enthalpy decreases by offering relatively strong intermolecular interactions through 
hydrogen bonds and adhesion to the graphite substrate). It is surprising however, why the 
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typically known open chicken-wire or flower structures are not deposited from PO. A possible 
high-density structure (super-flower) was theoretically predicted for TMA at HOPG solution 
interface, which is stabilized by closed trimer motifs (all hydrogen bond donors and 
acceptors are saturated). Comparison of the packing density of super-flower structure (1.19 
molecules/nm2) and open structures (chicken-wire 0.71 molecules/nm2, flower 1.1 
molecules/nm2) shows that the zig-zag-dimer-chain has the highest packing density. 
Although the zig-zag structure has no closed intermolecular hydrogen bonding dimer motif - 
not all three carboxylic groups participate in energetically most favorable interactions - it 
might be the best compromise between adsorbing as many TMA molecules as possible on 
the surface while still providing reasonable intermolecular stabilization. This means the 
formation of zig-zag structure is purely kinetically controlled.  
With increasing sonication time TMA also forms high-density structures from 
solutions in octanoic acid. It has been shown for TMA in the octanoic acid solution an 
increase of the concentration upon sonication. As the concentration increases the packing 
density of the structure deposited on the substrate is also increasing. The structure 
deposited after high sonication time (7 hours), the filled-flower structure has a similar 
packing density as the zig-zag-dimer-chain deposited from solution in phenyloctane. That 
means an energetically favorable open structure, stabilized via closed hydrogen bonds, is 
formed spontaneously whereas high-density structures are kinetically controlled (deposited 
at high TMA concentration).  
Though the density of structures may be controlled by concentration, this procedure 
is limited when stronger interactions are involved between TMA and the solvent. Such a 
situation is observed in the case of TMA solved in undecanol, where a mixed pattern (LP0) is 
deposited via strong interactions between both components. Further increase in the 
concentration (still longer sonication time) induces only a slight rearrangement (LP4) within 
the pattern. However, the packing density remains nearly the same. In this case once again 
the energetically favorable structures are formed (TMA-undecanol dimers), and kinetics may 
not play a significant role. Therefore the initial structure remains nearly unchanged.  
In an octanoic acid-TMA mixture the interaction between TMA and octanoic acid 
molecules is comparable with the interaction in the TMA-TMA dimer and therefore the 
concentration may influence the equilibrium between these dimers. As a consequence 
concentration of TMA induces self-assembled structures which strongly involve TMA-TMA 
interactions. The comparison of TMA structures formed at different solvent-solid interfaces 
shows that they are strongly dependent on the polarity of the functional groups of the solvent 
molecules. Depending on the initial TMA-solvent interaction the structures can be further 
tuned by the concentration. The kinetical control of the structures deposited is however 
limited when TMA-solvent interaction becomes strong. This study has compared the 
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influence of solvent polarity and concentration in the polymorphs of the deposited TMA at the 
solution-graphite interface. 
Another essential part in this thesis is the esterification observed at the interface. A 
surprising self-assembled 1-undecyl monoester of TMA has been found at the interface of 
long-time sonicated TMA-undecanol mixture with HOPG. These monoester structures were 
formed at the substrate-undecanol interface only due to the increased TMA concentration 
(without any external catalyst). There are two types of monoester observed: type I and type 
II. The type II with undecyl monoester molecule oriented about β = 250 (with respect to the 
long side of the unit cell within the lamella) has closer packing structure, consequently higher 
packing density than that of type I (β = 50 - 100). The study demonstrates again the role of 
the external control parameter concentration in self-assembly. 
The physical nature of the solution and the sonication process itself remain subjects 
of further studies. There has been found self-assembled molecular deposition also from pure 
solvent liquids (octanoic acid and undecanol) leading to different pattern which can be 
controlled by sonication. The orientations as well as the packing densities of these solvents 
molecules are different at different sonication time. These studies will give better insight into 
the short-range ordered structure within the pure liquid as well as in the adsorption process 
and might also offer new capabilities for nanostructuring. 
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APPENDIX 
 
Figure 1. STM topographs of TMA self-assembled at the dodecane/graphite interface (It= 30 
pA, Vbias= 1.2 V) obtained in solutions sonicated for 10.75 hours. The structures are 
extremely unstable and could only be transiently imaged.  
 
Figure 2. Tentative model for the striped TMA-dodecane structure. The structure consists of 
alternating TMA and dodecane stripes. 
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Figure 3. UV-Vis spectra of TMA dissolved in dodecane (solvent without any functional 
groups for strong interactions with the solute) at different sonication durations and measured 
in 1 mm quartz cuvette.  
 
Sonication times were 5 minutes, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.75 hours. Solutions have been centrifuged 
after sonication for two minutes at 2000 rpm. Similar to the case of TMA in PO, the TMA 
concentration increases with sonication time. By a comparison of the absorbance at a 
wavelength of ~350 nm, we conclude that the concentration of TMA in dodecane is 
substantially smaller than in PO. This can be attributed to the absence of any functional 
group in dodecane which could possibly interact with TMA, while in PO the phenyl group at 
least facilitates aromatic interactions between solvent and solute, thus increasing solubility. 
Table 1. Dreiding force field calculations of linear pattern and ester strucrures of TMA in 
undecanol at different sonication time. 
Structure Model Geometrical 
parameters 
Formation 
energy 
(meV/molecule
) 
Linear pattern 
equivalent to 
no sonication 
(LP0). 
 
 
A = 34.22 Å 
B = 9.59 Å 
 = 82.2°  
 = 87.8o 
 = 13.3o 
*P.D = 0.615 
molecules/nm2 
-933 
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Linear pattern 
equivalent to 2 
hours 
sonication 
(LP2) 
 
 
A = 33.85 Å 
B = 9.31 Å 
 = 88.5°  
 = 68.5o 
 = 14.5o 
*P.D = 0.635 
molecules/nm2 
-517 
Linear pattern 
equivalent to 4 
hours 
sonication 
(LP4) 
 
 
A = 35.57 Å 
B = 9.52 Å 
 = 86.8°  
 = 83.5o 
 = 18.2o 
*P.D = 0.591 
molecules/nm2 
-611 
Ester typeI 
 
A = 32.39 Å  
B = 9.42 Å  
 = 87°   
 = 84.2° 
*P.D = 0.66 
molecules/nm2 
 
-2081 
Ester typeII 
 
A = 30.17 Å  
B = 9.37 Å  
 = 80.0°   
 = 59.1o 
*P.D = 0.72 
molecules/nm2 
 
-1941 
*P.D.: packing density (molecules/nm
2
) 
The geometry of each structure is optimized using Drieding force field implemented 
in DS ViewerPro. The starting point of each structure is based on experimental geometrical 
parameters. Summary of all calculations is provided in Table 1. No substrate is included in 
the calculation. The absolute energy of each structure is dependent on the methods used [48]; 
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however, the relative energy of different type of LP/Ester within a single method is 
comparable. BA

,  are the unit cell vectors, θ is the angle embedded between A

 and B

 of 
optimized structures. Optimized LP corresponding to no sonication (LP0) and higher 
sonication time (LP4) shows a difference of ~ 100 meV. This shows that LP0 is energetically 
more favorable than LP4. That is LP0 is formed spontaneously and LP4 is formed only by 
triggering with external stimulations. This is consistent with the experiment; LP0 is formed 
from non-sonicated solution (also reported before for TMA-undecanol mixture[88-89]) and LP4 
is only formed from solution sonicated for longer time (above 2 hours) showing the formation 
of these structure is triggered by high concentration of TMA at the interface. Ester typeI is 
comparable with LP0 and typeII is related to LP4. The relative energies and packing 
densities of these ester types are comparable with the corresponding LP structures. 
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